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Matthews named
JMU football coach
i

ICK LANGRIDGE
staff writer

As former JMU head football
coach Alex Wood walked out the
door of Bridgeforth Stadium, he
left it swinging open for Mickey
Matthews to test his luck at the
helm of the Dukes.
JMU appointed Matthews as
the new head football coach Friday after Wood left to become
the quarterback coach for the

Minnesota Vikings last Monday.
er of the Year, Champ Bailey.
"He's a player's coach, he's
Matthews takes on his first
always
related well with playjob as a head coach with 21 '
ers,"
interim
Athletic Director
years of college coaching expeTom
Martin
said.
"But at the
rience under his belt. Matthews
same
time
there's
no
question
was named defensive coordiwho's
the
boss."
nates for the Baylor Bears in
The nationwide search attractJanuary a'fter coaching at the
ed over 60 applicants and the
University of Georgia for three town of Harrisonburg received
years from 1996-'98. With the
Bulldogs, Matthews coached
see MATTHEWS page 29
linebackers and secondary, WOOD RESIGNS: More coverage in
including 1998 Defensive Play- Sports on pages 28 and 29

Montpelier, JMU agree
On Founder's Day,
the two make pact
to work together

S

One of my major goals... is
to expand on the relationship
between James Madison, the
university and.. .the man.

TEVEN LANDRY
staff writer

James Madison — one of the
more underappreciated figures
in American history — may
receive a little more respect,
thanks to a joint agreement
between JMU and the Montpelier Foundation.
JMU President Linwood

NIKK1 REED/siaJfphotographer

The bust of James MarJson is one of

the only reminders of the man on
campus but that could change.

Linwood Rose
JMU President

Rose announced last Wednesday
that the two groups made a formal agreement to collaborate to
establish a James Madison Center at the 91st Founder's Day
Convocation.
"One of my major goals as
president of JMU is to expand
on the relationship between
James Madison, the university,
and James Madison, the man,"
Rose said.
Rose named Devin Bent,
political science department
head, the executive director of
the James Madison Center,
which is still in the preliminary
stages of development.
A location on Campus hasn't
yet been assigned to house the
center or an office for Bent, who
will be the full-time director after
leaving his job as political science
head on May 1.
Bent said he is hopeful a location will be found soon so that
Madison artifacts already on
campus, including busts, maps,
newspapers and documents, can
be housed in a central location.
"If you look at the life of
James Madison, there's a five-

year period in which he was
called the 'Father of the Constitution.' There's a lot of revisionist
history that says he was not, but I
would say he is," Bent said.
"Madison wrote Federalist No.
10 and Federalist No. 51. He then
goes on to draft the Bill of Rights.
We're talking about five years [of
credit] at most. We don't give
him anywhere near the recognition he deserves. You just cannot
find anyone with this incredible
burst of political creativity."
Glenda Rooney, assistant vice
president for parent and constituent relations, is a liaison
between JMU and Montpelier.
"We're talking with them
about how we can support some
of the programs they have at
Montpelier," Rooney said. "That
property has grown so rapidly^
over the past two years. Their
support has increased dramatically. They don't have the manpower to respond to that rapid
growth. We're helping them
meet the goal of having the
see MADISON page 7

KATIE WlLSOtVsenior photographer
ICE ART: (l-r) Freshmen Stephanie Schuster, Rachel Ralston and
Allie Carroll take to Hillside Hill last Monday with the mission to
build a snow couch they could rest in after all their hard work.

2 students arrested
on drug charges
1
TEVEN LANDRY
\police reporter

JMU Police arrested two
freshmen for drug-related
charges, including possession of
marijuana and intent to distribute marijuana.
Leonid Perskii, 18, of Fairfax,
was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana with
intent to distribute as well as
underage possession of alcohol.
His roommate, Stephen Madej,
18, of Herndon, was charged
with possession of marijuana

and underage possession of
alcohol.
Both arrests were made
March 1, but police have just
released information about
them. Perskii raised a police
officer's suspicions after he was
confronted when his car was
towed for containing stolen
handicapped hang tags on Feb.
25, JMU Chief of Police Lee Shifflett said. A subsequent conversation with Perskii on the same
date led campus police to suspect Perskii possessed drug
paraphernalia.
see ARRESTS page 7
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C1TEVEN LANDRY
\jpolice reporter
Campus police report the
following;
Distribution of Marijuana
♦ Leonid L. Perskii, 18, of
Fairfax, was arrested and
charged with distribution of
marijuana on March 1 at 2:57
p.m. in Hoffman Hall. '
■

■

Possession of Marijuana

• Stephen J. Madej, 18, of
Herndon, was arrested and
charged with possession of
marijuana on March 1 at 2:57
p.m in Hoffman Hall.
Underage Possession of
Alcohol
• Leonid L. Perskii, 18,, of
Fairfax, .was arrested and
charged
with underage
possession of alcohol on March
1 at 2:57 p.m. in Hoffman Hall.
• Stephen J. Madej, 18, of

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Alcohol Poisoning
• A JMU student was found
passed out in a bathroom In
Hillside Hall on March 18 at 1:24
a.m.
The Harrisonburg Rescue
Squad responded, but the
subject revived and refused
transport. The subject was left in
the care of associates. A judicial
charge will be placed.

"To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
—James Madison
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Herndon, was arrested and
charged with underage
possession of alcohol on March
1 at 2:57 p.m. in Hoffman Hall.
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Substance
• A suspected controlled
substance was discovered
during a hall staff room check in
Bell Hall on March 5 at 5:47
p.m.
The
investigation
is
continuing.
Recovery
of
Drug
Paraphernalia
• Drug paraphernalia was
discovered during a hall staff
room check in Bell Hail on
March 5 at 5:47 p.m.
The
case is
under

-*

Recovery of Controlled

see POUCE LOG page 5
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MONDAY, MARCH 22

Cleveland

it Hillside Blood Drive, 2 to 7 p.m., Hillside residence hall TV
lounge *

* Camp Heartland and Make-A-Wish Foundation a cappella benefit concert, 8:30 p.m., Wilson Hall, $3, call Ann at x3503

it Pre-Law Society information session on JMU's filibuster competition, 7:30 p.m., Taylor 311, call Tanya at x7124

™ Campus Assault Response Helpline, 6:30 p.m., Jackson IB, call
Melanie at 438-8053

it SGA meeting, 5 p.m., Highlands Room, call x6376

it GMU law admission representative to speak, 7 p.m., Moody 101,
call Tanya at x7124

it March Mallet Madness Concerts, 1 and 8 p.m., Music Building
108, call x3481 or x6863
•jjr UPB Cinematic Events Publicity meeting, 6 p.m., Taylor 233, email Matthew at staleymr@jmu.edu
* UPB Marketing/PR Committee meeting, 5 p.m., Taylor 306 or
233, call Eunice at x7822

TUESDAY, MARCH 23
.% Bible Study, 7:15 p.m., Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry,
call Jason at 432-0302
* Circle K meeting, 6 p.m., Taylor 404, call Michele at 438-3009

The Breeze is located in the lower
level of Anthony Seeger Hall

it College Libertarians meeting, 8 p.m., Keezell 307

it Camp Heartland Journey of Hope Tour, 6:30 p.m., Grafton-Stovall Theatre, call Ann at x3503 or Sarah at x0844

* College Republicans meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 400, call Stephanie at
438-3160

LOCATION

it Students for Camp Heartland meeting, 7 p.m., Taylor 309, call
Sarah at x6332

Duke

South Main St.

AnthonyJ Seeger

it Paul Robeson, Jr. presents "Paul Robeson: Perceptions and Controversies," 7 p.m., Grafton-Stovall Theatre, call x6472

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24
» Evening prayer, 9:30 p.m., CCM House (1052 S. Main St.), sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Christine at 574-0534
* Harmony meeting, 8:30 p.m., Taylor 311, call Chris at x6000
it InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Large Group, 7 p.m., ISAT CFW
room, e-mail Sarah at wauersb@jmu.edu
it Junior Class Council meeting, 9 p.m., Ashby Clubhouse, call Erin
at 564-0976
it Madison Mediators meeting, 6 p.m., Taylor 402, call Jessica at
x4194
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WEATHER
TUESDAY:

Mostly cloudy, high

54°F,low27°F.
WEDNESDAY: Showers, high
60°F,low36°F.
THURSDAY:

Partly cloudy, high

5rF,low37°F.
FRIDAY: Partly cloudy, high
48°F, low 37°F.

CLASSIFIEDS

Smokin' inr the boys' room
More than one in three high school students (38% of boys. 35% of girls) have
smoked at least one cigarette in the past month. Students who have smoked,
by grade:
n,a,e
ft.
-M%
Grade 9
W*\al,-36%

MARKET WATCH
AMEX

NASDAQ

|2.99

|41.69

close: 711.87

close: 2421.27

fem
'«*-#*•
male--41%.^'"

REBECCA DOUGmKTV/graphics editor

Source: USA Today

•
Friday, March 19,1999

S&P 500

17 26

t -

close: 1299.29

How to place a classified
Come to The Breeze office
weekdays between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
Cost: $250 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional
10 words; boxed classified,
$10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday
for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office.

•

The Breeze

Accused robber to
face May trial
A 19-year-old woman will be tried
before a Rockingham County
Circuit Court jury on May 4 on
charges that she robbed two students at student housing at Howard
Johnson's in 1998.
Crystal Guess allegedly robbed
Richard Truocchio and John
Tuttle on
Feb.
17, ————■—
1998 at the
|n Rfiof
hotel, where III Ul ICl
students
were being
housed.
She has been charged with the
possession of a firearm in the commission of a robbery and breaking
and entering with intent to commit
robbery.
Truocchio testified that Guess and
Alexander Papalaskaris, 21,
forcibly entered the room while
Guess held the two victims at gunpoint.
The two alleged robbers reportedly
left with a lockbox containing a small
amount of cash and marijuana.
Papalaskaris pleaded guilty on
Nov. 30 to robbery and burglary
while armed with a deadly weapon
after Guess agreed to testify against
him. Guess had entered into a plea
agreement in November with
Commonwealth's Attorney Douglas
Stark that would have given her a
12-month suspended sentence, and
all charges would have been
dropped except a robbery count that
was to be reduced to larceny.
However, Guess then testified in
January that her role in the robbery
was greater than she had indicated
to Stark, so Stark asked Circuit Court
Judge Porter Graves, Jr. to let Stark
out of the agreement.
Graves agreed and excused himself from the case.
Judge John McGrath, Jr. will hear
the case.

Center seeks orientation
assistants for summer
The Center for Leadership,
Service and Transitions has extended its search for summer orientation
assistants.
The new deadline for applying is
March 25 at 5 p.m.
Orientation assistants serve from
June 25 through July 17 and from
Aug. 20 through Aug. 29.
During that time, the assistants will
assist with freshman orientation.
Orientation assistants will receive a
$1,500 salary, a private room during
orientation and a full meal plan during the programs and training.
• For more information, contact
Steve Grandea at x2374.

Kinesiology
Department becomes
School
The department of Kinesiology has
changed its name to the School of
Kinesiology and Recreation Studies.
School
director
Michael
Goldberger said the name change
is due to the rapid growth of programs in the school, including the
addition of professional programs in
therapeutic recreation and recreation
management.
"We now offer eight professional
undergraduate programs and our
number of undergraduate majors
has more than tripled over the past
five years," Goldberger said.
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A toast to volunteering
i

LLYSON HOFER
contributing writer

An event that celebrates the social
work profession featured a speech by one
of the nation's leading experts in servicelearning Friday.
Keith Morton spoke about community
service from its beginnings to where it is
presently during the Social Work
Department's 10th Annual Social Work
Celebration in PC Ballroom.
"We call it community service because
it represents the idea we can rebuild our
communities through service," Morton
told an audience of about 50 social work
students and faculty.
Morton spoke about two personal
experiences* that shaped his vision of
community service and also about Jane
Adams, the founder of the social work
profession.
As the executive director of the
Minneapolis YWCA, Morton began a
buddy program called Project Motivation.
The program, much like Big Brothers/Big
Sisters, linked college students with
underprivileged kids.
While working with the program, an
angry mother whose child was in the program approached him. The mother was
upset because only one of her sons was
able to be in the program and received
more attention than her other children.
Morton said the experience taught him a
lesson about relationships and to not
assume that everyone comes from the
same background. Morton said, "The crisis of community is still very much alive
today."
He then spoke about his tenure in
Bangladesh, where he was involved in a
program that helped people install wells
to help improve drinking water. Wealthy
land owners possessed the land where the
wells were located so they were able to
improve their rice crops and make the

JEN HUDGMS/toniributingphotographer

Keith Morton, the keynote speaker at the Social Work Department's 10th Annual
Social Work Celebration, talks to the audience about community service.

poorer land owners Work harder.
"You need to see problems from the
inside to provide the best service,"
Morton said.
Becca Brondyke, the Social Work
Organization president, said the reason
Morton was asked- to speak was because
of his background with community service. "College students don't really have
an appreciation of community service,"
Brondyke said.
Morton's speech "incorporated the
roots of social work into modern-day
life," she said.
Lara Daoud, a junior social work
major, said she thought Morton's speech
was interesting. "I could relate to a lot of
what he said because it is very similar to a
class I'm currently taking."
Patrice Porter, a Licensed Professional
Counselor representing the Augusta
Medical Center, said it was interesting lis-

tening to Morton's speech to see how
social work and psychology are related.
In addition to the speech, tables lined
•PC Ballroom with representatives from
area'organizations of interest to social
work majors such as the Salvation Army.
Students talked with the representatives
to find out about possible summer
internships.
There were also four workshops available for students to attend.
"The workshops are led by people in
the community so they can get real-world
answers about various jobs involving
social work," Betsy Scheflen, a senior
social work major, said.
Brondyke said one of the most popular
workshops was the "Welfare Experience."
A woman who had been on welfare
discussed her experiences to the students
so they can see how it is from the other
side.

Four convicted in robberies
Three plead guilty, one found guilty in Squire Hill heist

I

RAD JENKINS
news editor

One man was found guilty and three
men pleaded guilty in connection with an
Oct. 5 robbery at a Squire Hill apartment.
A Rockingham County Circuit Court
jury convicted former JMU student Keith
Grayson, 24, of robbery on Wednesday,
but acquitted him on two other charges:
burglary while armed with a deadly
weapon and using a firearm in the commission of a felony.
The jury recommended a five-year
prison sentence, but Grayson hasn't been
sentenced yet.
Police interviews with Rahmel Meade,
another suspect in the case, revealed
Grayson provided the guns for the robbery. In that interview, Meade also said
Grayson received $500 of the $1,000 stolen
for his role in the robbery, which occurred
at 1441-N Devon Lane.
Meade, 22, a former JMU student,
pleaded guil^to robbery, using a firearm
in the commission of a felony and bur-

glary while armed with a deadly weapon
under a plea agreement. He will be sentenced May 17.
Former JMU student Bradley Meade,
26, pleaded guilty to robbery, but made a
plea agreement in which charges of burglary while armed with a deadly weapon
and using a firearm while committing a
felony would be dropped.
Circuit Court Judge Porter Graves, Jr.
still has to approve the plea agreement,
which was reached with the
Commonwealth's Attorney.
Both Meade brothers implicated each
other as the organizer of the incident in
police interviews, according to the Nov. 19
issue of The Breeze.

A third man, former JMU student Bart
Bonanno, 20, entered a guilty plea to larceny from a person. He was charged with
robbery, but that was changed as part of a
plea agreement. Charges of using a
firearm in committing a felony and burglary while armed with a deadly weapon
would be dropped as well.
William Frank, a Harrisonburg Police

Department investigator, testified that
Rahmel Meade told him the perpetrators
took $1,000 in cash, plus the equivalent of
a half-gallon of marijuana from one of the
Squire Hill resident's fire box.
That resident, junior Jonathan Steffee,
testified in court that there was only $400
in the fire box. There was "nothing else"
in it, he said at a Nov. 17 hearing. When
asked if there were drugs in the box, he
invoked his Fifth Amendment right,
which protects someone from selfincrimination.
Steffee said the allegations of drugs
being in the box were "false" and were
intended to "make me look bad and themselves good in court," according to the
Nov. 19 Breeze.

Steffee said in court Nov. 17 that
Rahmel Meade held a gun to his head the
night of the robbery. "A guy had a gun at
my head and said, 'Get in the living
room,'" Steffee said at the hearing, according to the Nov. 19 Breeze.
No one was injured in the robbery,
which happened at about 3 a.m.
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entennial.
March 17, 1999

http://www.jmu.edu/centennial

Dear Member of Ihe JMU Community.
.

You're Invited!

In November 1998, James Madison University

President Dr Linwood Rose formed the JMU Centennial
Commission. The Commission's charge is to assist Dr.
Rose in denning tire character isiics that will describe
JMU as an institution in 2008; and to offer recommenda-

Help us define the characteristics of JMU in 2008
Review our draft characteristics at
www.jmu.edu/centennial and give us feedback.
Give us input regarding recommendations at any of our open forums:

tions that lie should consider as lire University seeks to
become the institution we have defined The co-chain of
the Commission are Dr Virginia Andteoli Mathie fiom
Ihe Psychology Department; and Mr Alexander Ben-y. a
former rector of the JMU Board of Visitors
Pour working committees comprise the Commission:
- (I. Academic and Student Suppoit. chaired by Dr Kay
.

Knickrehm from the Political Science Department; (2
Faculty. Staff and Student Development, chaired by Dr.
Roger Soenksen from the Sclmol of Media Arts and

Thursday, March 25, 1:30-3:30 p.m.

Design: (3. Resources and Infrastructure, chaired by Dr.
Karen Forcht from Ihe Computer Information Systems and
Operations Management Department; and (4) External
Constituencies, chaned by Mr James Dudley, a JMU par-

Monday, March 29, 10 a.m.-noon

„ enl and Vice President/ General Manager of GTE
Communications Corp. East Region. Each 15-meiiiber
committee has representatives from faculty, staff, students,
alumni, parents, business organizations and community

Tuesday, March 3*0, 2:30-4:30 p.m.

groups. The complete list of members is available on tlie
Conimission's-web site at hiip://www.jmue'du/cenifnniul
The Centennial Commission and its committees have
been working since our initial meeting Dec. 10-11. 1998.
At this meeting Dr. Rose formally presented his cliarge to

All forums will be held in Taylor Hall, Room 404

the Commission The text of his remarks is posted on Ihe
Centennial Commission web sile Following a session with
in external consultant, the committees began their discussions of the defining characteristics of JMU in 2008. These

omniendatinns that will help us become Ihe university

discussions haveconlinued during the past several months

described by this list of characteristics Each committee

The characteristics committees are developing are intended

will focus on recommendations dealing with its assigned

DRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

to be broad descriptors of the type of university we would

area of responsibility. Recommendations will be specific

The University: A Residential Mid-Sized Comprehensive University

like JMU to be. The recommendations that are developed

plans of action that will be fuilher developed, implement-

JMU will be a residential, student centered, mid-sized comprehensive university that

later will provide more specific directions for a plan of

ed and assessed by appropriate divisions. Again. Ihe

action To assist committees in identifying potential char-

Commission seeks your input in preparing these recom-

offers high quality undetgraduate programs and selected graduate programs.

acteristics, tlie Commission sought input from the JMU

mendations. In addition to the web board, the Commission

The Community: Culturally Diverse

community through an ad in 77ie Brreze and a discussion

will hold open forums lo gather input The dales and loca-

board at its web site We have also received input from

tions of these forums are listed on this brochure.

JMU will have a student body, faculty, and staff thai reflect Ihe racial and cultural diversity of Ihe American
population. All members of ihe JMU community will value and respect the diverse nature of society and
provide a welcoming environment for non traditional students. A

response forms, e-mails and extended discussions with
many of you. Based on committee discussions and input
from others, each committee prepared a list of 10 to 20
potential characteristics The Commission co chairs, along
with the committee chairs and committee resource stall,
used these lists to develop a draft of

OK

characteristics of

JMU in 2008 This draft is available on Ihe Commission's
web sile at hup.//HWH■jmu.edu/cenlennial for your review
and comment. The committees will refine the list at the
Commission's March 23-24. 1999. meeting but it will continue lo be a work in progress. As we solicit and receive
feedback from the JMU community and begin developing
recommendations dial will help us achieve our vision of
JMU in 2008. this list will likely be refined even further.

We hope you will join us at these sessions or send your
comments lo Ms Fitzgerald, the Commission cocliairs or
Ihe conuniltee chairs. Once all of the committees have submitted their recommendations, die Commission co-chairs,
committee chairs and committee resource staff will consolidate die recommendations into one set of recommendations
thai will be brought back lo Ihe Commission at its final
meeting in May 1999. ITie final set of recommendations
will be included in die Commission's final report
The Centennial Commission will deliver its final
advisory report to Dr. Rose in May. Dr Rose, along with
leini planning He will then present Ihe collective effort
of tlie Commission, vice presidents and deans lo the

recommend to Dr Rose will be included in Ihe

Board of Visitors at a June 1999 retreat. The Board of

Commission's final report which is due in May.

Visitors will use this document to define the university s
strategic plans for the next 10 years

Given Ihe importance of the list of characteristics
of JMU in 2008 in determining our recommendations
to Dr. Rose, the Commission encourages all JMU

Your input will help us refine the characteristics of
JMU in 2008 and develop Ihe recommendations thai will

faculty, staff, students, alumni, parents, community

help us become Ihe university we envision. Please lake

partners and other interested constituents lo give

some lime lo review our work, attend our open forums,

thoughtful consideration lo this list. We welcome your

and give us feedback on our progress.

individual comments about the list, particularly those
comments thai will help us identify any major omis-

Sincerely. ..

System, al fittgrpho-jmii.edu or post them on the
dlscujJiaa board at the Centennial Commission web

Co-chairs. JMU Centennial Conim

Commission.
Tlie Commission is now read) to begin the second
stage of its task. Each committee will develop a set of rec-

JMU wilt recruit and retain outstanding students who are *ctf<nj participants in Bar learning
and'scholarly community. JMU will provide a welcoming environment for nun aaauonel «*4ew

Faculty and Staff: Highly Qualified Professionals
JMU will recruit and retain the highest quality facuttV'aMistaff who are committed lo Undent success
and who model responsible citizenship The university will provide faculty and staff wiih systematic development
and retraining opportunities that promote professional and personal growth JMU will recognize the outstanding
achievements of faculty and staff with a system of benefit, and rewards befitting the. accomplishments

/
External Stakeholders: Mutually-Beneficial Partnerships
JMU will proaciively develop and nurture strong relationships with its external stakeholders aad create
mutually beneficial partner«h,p»4a. enhance .he educational experience and foster a collective sense of purpose

Governance: Shared Responsibility
1 open communication and allows for a shared decision-making process.

]**■£**** L
- /HaX*aL
Dr. Virginia
Virginia Andr
Andreoli Malhie and Mr Alexander Berry.

sile MllK0tnnii.lmu.edu/cenlannlal. Your comments w ill be distributed lo all members of the

< jr

The Students: Outstanding and Involved

administrators, faculty and staff will work together in an environment

sions. Please send your comments lo Ms. I'auli
Fitzgerald, Coordinator, Campus-Wide Information

The Learning Community: Academic Excellence
JMU will be known for its intellectual atmosphere and rigorous academic programs thai prepare students for
professional pursuits, (osier personal growth, enhance social and global awareness arid instill a
commitment lo lifelong learning. JMU will place the highest value on exceptional leaching
.dial is scholarly, current, relevant and learner-centered The iMelkKtual environment will be enhanced
by the scholarly, creative and service activities olJaJ tacultv, naff, aad student

die division heads, will consider the report in their long-

TTie final list of characteristics that the Commission will

n

The Breere

'■

Technology: Ubiquitous Connections
will apply technology as a fundamental tool that is integrated into and
unifies all components of Ihe university community

Infrastructure: Supportive Foundation
JMU will profusely plan, develop and maintain an infrastructure thai supports the mission of ihe ursisersHy

Resources: Commensurate with Size
JMU w,ll develop a broad financial support base thai augments public funding through
significant growth in private sector contributions

. .

The Breeze
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POUCB LOG, from P*t« 2
investigation.
• Drug paraphernalia was discovered
during a hall staff room check in Potomac
Hall on March 5 at 6:24 p.m.
The case is under investigation.
Search Warrant Served
• A search warrant was served in a resident's room on March 18 at 10:03 a.m.
The location of the room was not
released.
Evidence of controlled substances
used in the preparation and packaging of
controlled substances, and equipment
associated with sales and distribution,
plus a significant sum of currency suspected to be the gains of those sales were
all seized.
Credit Card Fraud
• A lost or stolen credit card of a JMU
student was used later at three stores in
Valley Mall for $284.58 worth of goods
between March 17 at 5 p.m. and March
18at1 p.m.
The card was also used at two gas stations for an undetermined amount.
Dangerous Practices
• A JMU student was judicially charged
with dangerous practices after knocking
over a lit candle which caused a piece of
dothing and bed spread to catch on fire in
Potomac Hall on March 5 at 1:12 p.m.
The Harrisonburg Fire Department
responded but another student had extinguished the fire with an extinguisher by
the time HFD arrived.
The only damage was to the clothing
and bed spread.
Property Damage
• Blaine G. Garrison, 23, of Richmond,
was arrested and charged with property
damage on March 3. The location of the
incident was not disclosed.
• Jonathan Wrttkopf, 22, of Baton Rouge,
La, was arrested and charged with property damage on March 3. The location of
the incident was not disclosed.
Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
a dark brown wallet containing a credit
card, ATM card, $90 cash and international student identification from a room in
Dingledine Hall between March 1 at 2
p.m. and March 2 at 7 p.m.
The residents of the suite leave the
suite door propped open most of the time.
• A non-student's car parked in W-lot
was entered and a duffel bag with clothing, a book bag with text books, and a
check book were removed between
March 14 at 12:01 a.m. and March 15 at
4:30 p.m.
The victim stated he had locked the
vehicle but there were no signs of forced
entry.

• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
a composite from the Alpha Sigma Tau
sorority house on Jan. 27. This was a
delayed report to campus police.
• Unidentified individuals either stole or
found a tost wallet somewhere on campus
between March 17 at 5 p.m. and March
18at 1 p.m.
Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
a portable CD player worth $150 after
breaking into a car parked in Z-lot
between Feb. 25 at 4 p.m. and March 2 at
4 p.m.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
an undetermined amount of cash and
products from a vending machine in Hoffman Hall between March 4 at 11 p.m and
March 5 at 4:23 a.m.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
a wallet and keys from an unsecured suite
In Hanson Hall on March 18 between 10
and 10:15a.m.
All cards in the wallet were canceled
and the lock was changed by locksmiths.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
a wallet containing $145 and assorted
cards from an unsecured room in Dingledine Hall on March 18 between 9 and
9:45 am
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
a wallet containing $30 from an unsecured room in Dingledine Hall on March
18 between 9 am and 12 p.m.
Mutual Aid Assist
• Campus police assisted Harrisonburg
police by clearing a crowd of about 200
people in JM's Grill after a fight reportedly
broke out outside the restaurant on March
6 at 2:05 a.m.
No arrests or further actions were taken
by JMU police.
• A campus police officer transported an
arrested subject for the Harrisonburg
Police to the city jaH from the Medical Arts
parking lot on March 14 at 12:25 a.m.
The anested subject is a juvenile and
was charged with possession of marijuana and related paraphernalia and underage possession of alcohol.
• A campus police officer on a meal
break at the Sheetz near Blue Ridge Hall
on March 16 at 12:50 a.m. assisted city
police in arresting a man who was then
charged with drunk in public, driving with a
suspended operator's license and driving
under the influence.
Destruction of Public Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
opened a drain valve on one of the floors
in Eagle Hall on March 4 at 2:10 a.m. to
the sprinkler system which reduced pressure in the lines.
The fire pump kept recycling until it
overheated. The alarm system was also
activated and the building was evacuated.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly broke
a window in a resident's room in Huffman

Hall with a snowball on March 4 at 2:45
a.m.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly broke
a window out of a backhoe between
March 4 at 5 p.m. and March 5 at 3:50
p.m.

The damage is estimated to be $200.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly broke
into a vending machine in Hoffman Hall
on March 4 at 11 p.m. and March 5 at
4:23 a.m.
• An unidentified individual allegedly
broke a window of Ikenberry Hall on
March 15 at 1:30 p.m.
A witness observed a college-age white
male throwing a snowball from toe fop of
the steps and can identify the individual if
seen again.
Destruction of Personal Property
• Unidentified individuals broke into a car
parked in 2-lot through a plastic window
and broke into the car's center console
between Feb. 25 at 4 p.m. and March 6 at
4 p.m.
Indecent Exposure
• A man was seen exposing himself outside of Bell Hall on March 3 at 1:06 a.m.
The man was reported to be white, 25to 30-years-old, with short dark hair,
attired in a black hat with white letters,
dark clothing, white sneakers and white
socks.

Peeping Tom
• A man was observed peeping outside
of Blue Ridge Hall on March 3 between
2:45 and 3 a.m.
Two residents went outside looking for
the subject and the man fled south after
the residents shouted at him. The residents chased him and he was last seen
running toward University Boulevard and
the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum.
Campus police searched the area and
discovered that the man was seen outside
of the Sheetz located at the comer of University Boulevard and Reservoir Street at
about 3:05 a.m.
The man was described as white, 5foot-8 to 5-11, with a stocky build, wide
shoulders, blond facial hair, possibly a
goatee, wearing circular glasses, attired in
a dark baseball cap, dark jacket, light
sneakers, white socks and light blue
shorts with "Nike" emblazoned on the
back and left leg.
Harassing Phone Call
• A harassing phone call placed to a
room in a residence hall, on March 1 is
currently under investigation.
• A harassing and obscene phone call
placed on March 4 is currently under
investigation.
'
Threatening Phone Call
• A threatening phone call placed to a
room in a residence hall on March 2 is
currently under investigation.

Trespass
• A JMU student was judicially charged
with trespassing for entering a resident's
room in Gifford Hall on March 8 at 2:10
am
The student stated she needed to
check her e-mail.
Non-Compliance With Official
Request
• A JMU student was judicially charged
with non-compliance with an official
request for various offenses that occurred
at various locations on campus on Feb.
25.
Unauthorized Use of a Handicapped Hang Tag
• A JMU student was judicially charged
with unauthorized use of a handicapped
hang tag on Feb. 25 at various locations
on campus.
Auto Accident With Injury
• A non-student operating a vehicle slid
off the road and struck a tree on March 9
at 4:45 p.m.
The accident was weather related and
no charges were pressed. ■
The operator was transported to Rockingham Memorial Hospital by the Rescue
Squad.
Investigation
• A case of an off-campus business credit card number being used to make oncampus phone calls on March 10 at 4:45
p.m. is currently under investigation.
Vehicle Fire
• A JMU pickup truck awaiting repairs
that was without a carburetor and air
cleaner caught on fire on March 17 at
11:23 p.m. in the Maintenance Lot
The truck had no carburetor and air
cleaner, was not properly "tagged out,"
and was mistakenly assigned to a housekeeper.
When the housekeeper attempted to
start the vehicle, flames burst out from the
engine compartment
The housekeeper attempted to extinguish the fire, but was unable to. The Harrisonburg Fire Department responded and
contained the fire, but not before the pickup was a total loss and an adjacent JMU
van was damaged.
Damage by Lightning Strike
• A lightning strike rendered vending
machines in Blue Ridge Hall inoperable
on March 3 at 6:33 p.m.
Fire Alarm
• A fire alarm was accidentaJy activated
in the Sigma Phi Epsiton fraternity house
by construction work on March 10 at
11:17a.m.
Number of drunk in public charges since
Aug. 27:95

Have you ever wanted to write for the News section but were unsure how? Don't let that stop you
any more! Working for The Breeze News section is as easy as ABC. Come down and see. All you
have to do is call Kelly, Gina or Brian at x6699 or come to the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
The opportunities are limitless. Don't forget, that's x6699.
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CASH fOR YOUR COLD

Presidential Premedical Scholarship

The UVa Department of Epidemiology and Virology is seeking
healthy, non-smoking male and female volunteers, aged 1&45
years, to participate in a cold study.

The Center for Prehealth Resources (CPR) will
have applications for the "Presidential
Premedical Scholarship" available in CISAT
Modular Building, Room 100, beginning
3/1/99; these form can also be downloaded
from the CPR Website at
hup: Avww.iniu.cdu/hcallhsci/ctrprehealth/cpr.html
This is a merit-based scholarship for full-time
JMU students who are currently enrolled in the
premedical program. Completed applications
are due in the CPR by 4/1/99, and awards will
be announced after 4/19/99.

Volunteers will be isolated in a Charlottesville, Va. motel from
April 2nd until April 8th.
To see if you qualify, come to The Health Center on March 24.

Payment of $650 upon completion
UMVHtSITYCfV«GNA

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

SCIHEALTH (804) 973-7569
H CENTER

Subscribe to
Mum this coupon lo:
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Antnony-SMgwHal
James Modison Unwsity
HunUmfroiu. VA 22807

Name:
Address:
City:
State:—
Alumni:
Parent:

DYES
QYB

Visit us at our website

WWW.OFFCAMPUSHOUSING.COM
Zip:

□!
DNO

SubscriptionrDfirst CtessDBulk Moil
S?5
530

for your housing needs!
Funkhouser & Associates
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT INC.

Payments may be made by check or
money orders. Payments must be
received before subscription begins.
Make checks payable to Tkt Brttzt.

A permanent solution
for unwanted \\a\r.
J_ef it wo>*l< fot* you . . .

mage

CONDOMINIUMS & TOWNHOMES
$230 - $260 Per Month

Barbara Medaries

Spring Special
Schedule 30 min. appointment &
receive extra 15 min. at no chargej

High-Speed Ethernet via Campus Net

Direct TV-

5 HB S ESPN 2 Comed

° '

'

y Central (South Park)

+ 50 Channels

• Complimentary Consultation
• Member of American Electrology
Association

Located in NationsBank Bldg. Suite
414 on Court Sq, Harrisonburg
438-8522

r

Closest Complex to JMU

434-5150
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Madison and Madison
focus of Founder's Day
MADISON, from page 1

appeal like Monticello."
For instance, JMU will
help Montpelier by supplying students to do internships at the estate, Rooney
said. "We're looking at ways
we can support them and
ways we might identify JMU
with Madison philosophy,"
she said.
The new partnership will
also involve faculty, Rooney
said. "It will be an opportunity for some of our faculty
to share in experiences at
Montpelier," she said.
Kathleen Mullins, the
president of the Montpelier
Foundation and executive
director of Montpelier, Madison's Orange County home,
delivered the keynote
address at last week's convocation.

Although Mullins spoke
mainly about the importance
of Montpelier as a historical
site, she did mention the

couple is not forgotten."
Mullins also provided a
historical background of
Madison, the man.

it

Imagine if our world did not have
James and Dolley Madison. This
new center has an obligation to make
sure this couple isn'tforgotten.
Kathleen Mullins
Montpelier Foundation President
future collaboration between
the Montpelier Foundation
and JMU.
"Imagine if our world
did not have James and Dolley Madison," said Mullins,
also a member of JMU's
Centennial Commission.
"This new center has an
obligation to make sure this

Mullins discussed James
Madison's life and the history and goals of the Montpelier Foundation, which
include assisting JMU in the
establishment of the center.
Montpelier, which was
owned by three generations
of Madisons between 1723
and 1844, changed owner-

ship six times before William
duPont bought the property
in 1900, Mullins said. Marion
duPont Scott, his daughter,
bequeathed the state to the
National Trust for Historic
Preservation in 1983.
Rose said he thinks JMU
should sponsor more events
that link Madison and the
university. "I would like to
see more events commemorating [James] Madison."
More than 200 people
attended last week's event,
which was held in GraftonStovall Theatre to commemorate the establishment of the
university on March 14,1908,
James Madison's birthdate
on March 16, 1751, and the
date the bill was signed
changing the name of Madison College to James Madison University on March 22,
1977.

Arrests made in residence hall
ARRESTS, from page 1
Campus police then searched Perksii's
room on March 1. Police found a number
of drug distribution materials, including
packaged marijuana, drug packaging
material and records pertaining to the
distribution of drugs, said Officer Sid
Hartman, the investigating officer on this
case.

Campus police confiscated $2,400 in
cash as well as both Perskii and Madej's
computers.
Shifflett said additional charges in this
case will be filed within the next week.
In a separate incident, another JMU
resident was suspected to be in possession of drugs.
Last Thursday, a search warrant was
served on another resident's room con-

taining evidence of controlled substances,
according to police reports.
Items used in the preparation and
packaging of narcotics, equipment associated with its sales and distribution, and a
significant sum of currency suspected to
be the gains of those sales were all seized.
Shifflett said this case was still in its
"infant stage" and no arrests have been
made.

Dylan and Lindsay need ALL photo

equpiment back by Friday at 5 p.m.

so they can conduct an inventory.

So if you have a camera,
lenses or any other stuff,

bring it to the

BREEZE ASAP!
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Ceremony
honors
standout
JMUers
TEVEN LANDRY
staff writer
JMU President Lin wood Rose opened the
91st Founders Day convocation with a proclamation commemorating James Madison,
quoting Madison by saying "knowledge will
forever govern ignorance and the people who
mean to be their own governors must arm
themselves with the power knowledge gives."
Rose also recognized David Watkins, associate professor of music, who will retire this
year after 30 years at JMU. Watkins, who is
director of Madison Singers, was hired in 1969.
Rose thanked Watkins and said, "You have
made a significant mark on this institution."
Watkins was then given a standing ovation.
Rose also recognized a number of other
people in-the audience, including faculty
emeriti and government officials, including
Harrisonburg Mayor Rodney Eagle and state
•delegates to the Virginia General Assembly
for attending the convocation.
He thanked the delegates for helping JMU
increase its annual budget by $5 million,
allowing the university to increase the salaries
of its faculty by over six percent.
SGA President Tim Emry then delivered
an invocation and sophomore Noel Molinelli
read from the writings of James Madison,
which once again emphasized Madison's
strong opinion of the importance of education.
Douglas Brown, vice president for academic affairs, then recognized people in the
audience who "contributed to the betterment
of the university," including members of the
Phi Kappa Phi academic honor fraternity and
Gina MacDonald, an assistant professor of
chemistry who was awarded the Presidential
early Career Award for Scientists and Engineers by President Clinton last month.
Emry also presented the Samuel Page
Duke awards, recognizing juniors Stephen
Crank, Jr., Gretchen Eckard, Sharon Logue,
Duy Nguyen and Adi Raz for achieving a 4.0
GPA over six semesters.
Each student was awarded a $500 scholarship.
Faculty Senate Speaker Arch Harris, presented medallions to seniors and co-valedictorians Scott Brewer, Elizabeth Harman and
Tracey Panos.
Hugh Lantz, Alumni Board of Directors
chair and Harrisonburg's vice-mayor, presented the Ronald E. Carrier Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award to Phillip Bigler, a
1974 JMU graduate, who was named the 1998
National Teacher of the Year last year for his
innovative teaching of history and humanities
at Thomas Jefferson High School for Science
and Technology School in Fairfax county.
Lantz also presented the Distinguished
Alumni Service Award to Jennifer Norvell, a
1985 JMU graduate who organized Richmond's first Race for the Cure last year, which
drew 1,200 runners and raised over $63,000
for breast cancer education, screening and
treatment programs. Norvell lost her mother
to breast cancer in 1997.
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Speaker encourages creativity
SGA Senators asked to communicate with students about new policies
ATHER NELSON
GA reporter
Guest speaker Nikitah Imani encouraged the Student Government Association
to be creative and innovative at Tuesday's
Senate meeting.
Imani, an assistant professor of. sociology, told senators that he has devoted at
least 12 years of his life to student government at the schools where he's taught. "I
am absolutely committed, enthusiastic
about student organizations," he said.
Imani emphasized that the role of a
student government is to maximize the
benefits for its constituents.
"We must recognize that the student
interest and the university interest do not
always coincide," Imani said.
Imani told senators' they have a
responsibility to communicate with
their constituents when making new
policies and dispersing information
about new policies.
Imani noted that many students still
remain uninformed about the major structural changes taking place at JMU. In light
of these changes, "the faculty have a lot
more in common with you than you
think," he said.
Imani encouraged the Senate to keep
their purpose and- leadership in mind
as they enter the election process for

next year's executive board.
Also at the meeting:
• Senate killed a finance bill submitted
by the Stratford Players. The bill requested $900 for four of its members to attend
three performances of various plays.
Senate tabled the bill at its last meeting
because no one from the organization
attended the meeting to formally request
the funds.
. There was not a representative present
again at Tuesday's meeting.
At-Large Sen. Courtney Blake asked
for a motion to reconsider the bill in
order to speed up the funding process for
other organizations which are approved
for funding.
"We can't cut the other organizations'
checks until we take care of this," Blake
said. "It's out of courtesy to the other
groups."
Senate voted against the request with
no debate on either the bill or the motion
to reconsider.
As for the other groups expecting
funds from SGA, they should get close to
what they asked for, SGA Secretary
Austin Adams said.
Funds will be distributed based on a
percentage of the total request until the
contingency fund is depleted.
• Applications are available in Taylor
305 for the Matthew "Danville"

c
2
°py
JCenters

PATRICK HOKSTIcontrihuting photographer

Nikitah Imani, assistant professor of sociology, speaks at Tuesday's SGA meeting.
He told senators their role is to maximize the benefits for its constituents.
Montgomery Memorial Scholarship.
Rising juniors are eligible for the $1,000
award, which is based on character, not
grade-point average.
• Applications for the graduation speech
contest are due today in Taylor 305.
Speeches will be given March 26.

• Bands are still being accepted to compete in a Battle of the Bands the first week
in April at .Main Street Bar and Grill. The
winning band will play at the Senior Pig
Roast..
Contact Heather Herman at x6376 for
more information.

Mphft Chi Orne&

^CAMPUS LOCATIONS

Presents

Battle etf the Bands
Featuring

K RISING

_

Monday, March 29th at 7:00 PM
PC BALLROOM
Pastel Colors* • 81/2 x 11
Single-sided
"Green, Yellow, Blue and Pink

Full-COLOR
Copies
79<
81/2 x I 1-Single-sided
Locations on both campuses.
Full-color copies - Scanning & Storing
Graphic Design Service and morel
USI-0KCU

VISA

Buy your tickets at the Warren Hall Box
Office, or from any Alpha Chi Omega sister.
TICKETS COST $6 AHEAD OF TIME, $8 AT THE DOOR

oil proceeds benefit the
victims of domestic violence
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
LAUREN (X7512) or HOLLY (434-5369)
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EDITORIAL

BREEZE
"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison

Editor
Managing editor
Technology manager
Production manager
Ads manager
News editor
Neios editor
Assl. news editor
Opinion editor
Style editor
Focus editor
Assl. style/focus editor
Sports editor
Asst. sports editor
Copy editor
Asst. copy editor
Photo editor
Asst. photo editor
Graphics editor
Advisers

Courtney A. Crowley
Manny Rosa
Brian Higgins
Thomas Scala
Alice K. Crisci
Brad Jenkins
Katheryn Lenker
Gina Montefusco
Kelly L. Hannon
Vinila Viswanathan
Jennifer Baker
Jackie Cislemino
Seth Burton
Mike Gesario
Jason Mclntyn?
Jenny Stromann
Dylan Boucherle
Lindsay Mann
Rebecca Dougherty
Flip De Luca
Alan Neckowitz
David Wendelken

EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial reflect* the opinion of the
editorial hoard as a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
membet of the BreeteCourtney A. Crowley . . . editor
Manny Rosa . . . managing editor
Kelly L. Harmon . . . opinion editor

Letters to the editor should he no more than
500 words, columns should he no mote than
800 words, and both will he published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the tight to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions In this section do not necess3tily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.

Olympic Committee's ethics in question
The International Olympic should be subject to the same con- but authorities need to take action at
Committee took initial steps sequences, including higher rank- once to salvage any remaining credito clean up its act last week ing officials whose careers may be bility of the IOC.
by voting on the expulsion of six of especially harmed by public scrutiIn a nutshell, the IOC needs to
its most egregiously offensive ny, including IOC President Juan clean house immediately because
members. This is a modest start.
Antonio Samarach, the defiant sites for the 2006 Games are already
Those six members are hardly grand duke of the Olympic Games. being considered,
the sole offenders. In the meantime,
Mr. Samarach said, "We will do
IOC officials have already begun
the IOC is making plans to choose all we can do to preserve the to restructure the rules. The coma site for the 2006 Games. This
mittees will be reduced in
seems to be a bit of a preemptory
"ThrtVP
YYIPWlJlPW tnklVIO
size and members will no
move since the IOC first must
/ nu*^ UlvniUVI & lUMtl£
longer be allowed to visit
examine the remaining members bribeS should Undoubtedly proposed sitesThese are worthy
of the organization.

This bribery scandal is only reCei V£ O, JUSt DUniShftient.

slightly less embarrassing than
the 1994 Tonya Harding-Nancy
Kerrigan fiasco.
integrity of the Olympic Games,
Members are accused of accept- this is the beginning not the end of
ing $600,000 from Salt Lake City to our work."
host the 2002 Winter Olympics and
If Mr. Samarach wants to preserve
are currently suspended from all the integrity of the Games, he
decisions. The scandal facing the should take the only noble option
IOC is hardly a new concept and is remaining and resign, thus setting
not limited to the members who are an example for everyone to follow.
facing expulsion.
The Olympic Games hold fast to
Those members taking bribes the ideals of honesty and good
should undoubtedly receive a just sportsmanship; these ideals are compunishment; however, they should prqmised when underhanded tactics
not be the scapegoats of entire sor- are made for financial gain. Not only
did affair. Everyone involved and should everyone involved in this
anyone who knew of the bribes scandal be given the same treatment,

changes; however, it appears

that the IOC is treating the
symptoms rather than the
disease. While the IOC has eliminated a respectable number of people
in the interest of saving face, its job
is far from over,
The Olympic Games are theoretically about individuals pushing
themselves to their physical limits
for the benefit of themselves and
their countries.
Therefore, in order to truly correct the expansive problems plaguing the IOC's past money-forgames system, officials need to
renew not just the integrity of the
Olympics, but also public trust.

Topic: What's the hardest part about returning to JMU after spring break?

CAMPUS
.

S P O
[ G H T
PATRICK mRSTicoHtribuing photographer

"Getting your
mind focused on
work — [break]
is kinda a tease
for the summer."

L»moutFinn
freshman, business management

"Seeing everyone
tan when you're
not'."

Rachel Costanzo
sophomore, nursing

"Missing all my
friends
from
home!"

Adair Jensen
freshman, psychology

"Getting back
into a routine
schedule and
having to do
work and get up
for classes.'
Amanda Elofson
sophomore, history
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Taking a stand against Abercrombie
A student discusses his fling with conformity and his decision to break the mold
The other day I came home and did
something drastic. I reached into my
closet, pulled out my red and blue
Abercrombie and Fitch vest and gave it to
my roommate. What might inspire someone to do such a thing, to give away an
"Authentic Quality Gear Abercrombie
Performance Vest?"
No, it wasn't because spring is here
and there is no need for a warm vest
anymore, nor was it because I feel like
my roommate is lacking in style, since I
guess you could call him a pretty stylish
guy. It's not even because it was a really
expensive vest and selling it could pay
my rent for the rest of the semester.
The inspiration behind this frightening
course of action was a very attractive girl I
saw coming out of Jackson Hall the other
day, wearing a navy blue Abercrombie Tshirt with the faded yellow letters
"Abercrombie Bobsled Team Champions"
on the back. What I realized when I saw
this T-shirt and the 50 similar
Abercrombie T-shirts I saw on my way to
the bus stop was this: Abercrombie blows.
Everything at Abercrombie costs way
too much, yet everyone and their mom
seems to be wearing it these days.
Now, before The Breeze office is flooded
with letters to the editor from fraternity

guys about how they have to have an option, you need to seriously re-evaluAbercrombie hat with a hula dancer on ate your life, as that scene bombed with
it if they want to remain in their house, I the last Mase album. And I won't even go
will acknowledge the argument every- off on the J. Crew tangent; you guys look
one will respond to this article with: "So dressed for an MIT alumni party.)
Whatever happened to the simplicity of
what, it's none of your business what I
wear, or why I wear it." You are certain- a plain white T-shirt and a cheap pair of
ly right, it is
jeans? That's still
stylish, and you
none of my
don't have to sell
business what
an organ to the
anyone wears,
as long as there
black market to
— Steven Glass
is a pair of boxoutfit yourself
ers and pants
this way. Heck,
between them and me.
back when Abercrombie started in 1892,
What I'm saying is, it's pretty ridicu- that's exactly the type of customer they
lous to pay $60 for a pair of pants, and used to cater to, the T-shirt and jeans kind
don't feed me a line about how every- of guy.
body buys Abercrombie when it's on
Have we come so far in a hundred
sale because $45 is still too much to pay years? How is a sophomore in college
for a pair of pants. Do you realize $60 going to be able to dress like everyone else
could buy you a whole closet of clothes when a pair of "Genuine Abercrombie
somewhere else? I went to a thrift store Reliable Cargo Pants" costs about $400 in
at home and bought 15 pairs of pants the future?
for 60 bucks, no joke.
Maybe it's just me. I guess I just need to
More frightening still, this whole catch up with the times and realize that the
Abercrombie thing is just a phase. I T-shirt and jeans look died when Luke
remember not too long ago when Polo Perry left "90210" in the seventh grade.
and Tommy were the "in" thing to Maybe I'm just mad that my mom won't
wear. (To those of you that say that give me the credit card if I tell her I'm
Polo and Tommy are still a viable style going to Abercrombie to shop. Or maybe

Breeze Reader's View

Darts & Pats are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
&PAT

I'm bitter because I am more of a "Sunny
Surplus" kind of a guy than an
Abercrombie model. (Although don't
think my pectorals are any different than
the guys on all those Abercrombie posters
and bags.)
Either way, I had my fling with conformity, even though my Abercrombie vest
was a Christmas gift last year. I'm taking a
stand against Abercrombie and everything
it stands for. Yep, I'm throwing caution
into the wind and boycotting Abercrombie
until it's no longer popular. Until the Tshirt and jeans look becomes the "in" style,
I'm not setting foot inside another
Abercrombie and Fitch store.
In the meantime, I won't think badly
about anyone who wears Genuine
Abercrombie and Fitch clothing, even if
none of you can tell me what Abercrombie
.has to do with a bobsled team.
Like I said, it's nobody's business what
anyone else wears, even if everyone is
wearing what everybody else is wearing.
All I'm saying is, I don't wear
Abercrombie, and I'm better than you
because of it.
Steven Glass is sophomore SMAD major
who feels right at home at thrift stores and is
proiidofit.

Dart...
A "what-were-you-thinking?" dart to my meanspirited roommate who purposefully turned off my
VCR when I was recording "Party of Five."
Sent in by a sophomore who is very upset over
missing her favorite show and thinks her roommate
needs to find another way to get revenge on her.
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Dart...

Dart...

Dart...

A "where's-your-holiday-spiritr' dart to the
inconsiderate thief who removed seasonal
decorations from the Godwin Hall Office Complex.
Sent in by a disgruntled leprechaun who wishes
you 'd buy your own decorations and leave our
clovers alone.

An "are-you-trying-to-kiil-us?" dart to Market
One for finding a way to fit 891 calories and 68
grams of fat into a chicken quesadilla.
Sent in by a student whoyalues her health that
can't believe that something so unhealthy is served
right here on campus.

A "look-where-you're-going" dart to the rude
person who bumped into me on the stairs at Wilson
Hall, causing me to drop my books and papers
everywhere.
Sent in by an embarrassed freshman who couldn 't
believe you didn 't even stop to say sorry or help her
pick up her stuff.

/ <i I —
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A "thanks-for-your-unending patience" pat to the
guy in my math class who takes the time to explain
our homework and help me out before tests.
Sent in by a mathematically challenged English
major whose GPA would be in serious trouble if it
weren't for you.

A "you're-so-awesome" pat to the kind nurse at
the Health Center whose cheery personality and
kind words helped make me feel comfortable when
I was feeling so ill.
Sent in by a junior who was grateful that he
didn't have to deal with someone rude when he was
already feeling miserable.

,4

A thanks-for-lighlening-up-Uie-long-flight" pat
to the guy who sat across the aisle from us last week
on the plane ride home.
Sent in by the crazy girls who were grateful you
helped us get rid of our blues after our unforgettable
spring break was over.

/■
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(from those lovely people living In the rafter* of Oraltoii-8tovall Theatre)

Rushmore will be replacing Saving
Private Ryan for the last weekend in
March (25 -27).

Saving Private Ryan will
instead be showing the following
weekend, Friday, April 2 &
Saturday, April 3.

BUMJMflM is playing
Thursday, March 25 through
Saturday, March 27.
Showtimes are 7:00pm and
9:30pm.

MufthAY

"

SCHwXffifZMAN

wrfttfllS

RUSHMORE

■miUw.iMuwuimm-KWJunNm
iRf«w*-i. «■"* ■ — amii.i!«i|«»^!»Wi«w.'wr:i»r-iiii«r5i,.'R«w -s:.-e

SAVINQ PRIVATE RYAN is
playing Friday, April 2 and
Saturday, April 3.
PLEASE NOTE shows will
begin at 6:00pm and
9:30pm!

All shows are just $2,001

UMYERSFTT PROGRAM BOARD

2**
tirafi'"''"3"^

Still have questions?

For more information call UPB at x6217 JAMES

GPB
MAIISIH

BMVEISIT
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Recycling Awareness Week to teach
students appreciation for environment
To the Editor
How lucky we are to have the natural resources that
we do. It's easy to take for granted the majestic mountains, waterways and trees that surround the JMU
campus. If you ever have the opportunity to take the
environmental health class taught by Richard Travis,
he will awaken in you a consciousness and appreciation for our precious environment.
Unfortunately, as the population increases, certain
environmental issues arise that we need to find solutions for. For example, in the forefront is the dilemma
of waste disposal. The amount of trash produced on a
daily basis is astronomical and the question arises
"What do we do with it?"
Fortunately, there is a very simple way we can all
contribute to the solution . . . recycling. Recycle bins
are located throughout the JMU campus — in the
dorms, academic buildings and along the walkways. It
may take a little extra effort to locate the bin, but once
you acquire the recycle mentality, it stays with you. If
everyone takes ownership of the recycle effort, it will
lead to a reduction in the amount of trash that must be
disposed of. Environmentally, it will help reduce the
amount of natural resources such as trees, water, energy and oil that are necessary to produce new products.
During March 22-26, Tom Syre's health program
planning class and the JMU Recycling Program will
conduct Recycling Awareness Week. It will have
events scheduled across campus for all students. Get
informed and take part in our activities. Our environ-

ment is something that belongs to each and every one of
us. Let's nurture it and demonstrate our dedication to caring for it.
Janet E. Tinkham
senior
health sciences

Student finds stereotypes offensive
and counterproductive
To the Editor.
I find myself compelled to react to the story in the
March 1 issue of The Breeze entitled "Time for a Truce
.— Stereotypes and Rivalries of Virginia Colleges:
Pride or Prejudice?"
"Time for A Truce" was a compilation of student
opinions from four different Virginia universities (JMU,
the University of Virginia, Virginia Tech and Radford
University) on the subject of rivalries between those
schools. Divided into categories by university, the article contained quotes which enabled false and degrading stereotypes of each university, especially JMU, to
be perpetuated.
As a JMU freshman, I am disgusted by the content
in the aforementioned article. I am infinitely proud of
JMU as a dynamic and academically enriching environment, a satisfying social setting and a beautiful campus.
The opinions represented in 'Time For a Truce" were
harshly expressed and insulting to myself and many
other students here at JMU.
I am appalled that so many of my fellow students think so poorly of our university, by saying ". ..

we just have to accept the fact that UVa. is a better
school," and that not accepting this idea means that a
JMU student has an inferiority complex. Who are you to
compromise the academic standards of our university,
pretending to speak on behalf of the student body?
Although I am most deeply hurt by the stereotypes
and low blows aimed at JMU, I feel that to belittle other
universities and constantly focus on who is better is completely counterproductive and can only be a hindrance to
positive growth for any university. Each of the universities featured in 'Time for a Truce" are unique and equally valuable, offering higher education as well as other
wonderful college experiences to students.
Is it any wonder why such negative attitudes as those
expressed are focusing on what's wrong with our university? Let's stop complaining and start being proactive!
JMU offers unlimited opportunities for involvement, for
personal development, and for academic, athletic and
social success.
I choose to make the most of my time here at JMU,
and I seriously do not think it is too much to ask that
other students respect my choice. It's time we move away
from stereotypes. The first step in doing so entails stopping the validation of such stereotypes at JMU.
Unfortunately, 'Time for a Truce" did not lead the way in
this amelioration process.
I am saddened that The Breeze, an outstanding publication and an ordinarily positive avenue for the
exchange of ideas and interaction; has been tainted by
such profound negativity.
Sarah C. Sloan
freshman
psychology

Calling all columnists! There will be a meeting for all those interested in becoming Opinion writers and current writers on
Thursday, March 25, at 4:30 p.m. in The Breeze office. Anyone who cannot attend should contact Melanie or Amy at x3846.
IHB1NG COMPETITION

UREC BIATHLON

.APRIL 9TH

APRIL 24TH

THE DIET ZONE
learn the facts and fiction of various diets,
Q3.22&24

WHAT

CLIMBING

cost: $8,

03.22-29

D3.26-27

CELEBRATE NATIONAL NUTRITION MONTH
WITH UREC!
03.22
D3.23
03.29
03.3 1

03.27

THE DIET ZONE

1

NUTRITION FAIR

AN EXERCISE IN SPORTS NUTRITION
OUTDOOR COOKING CLINIC

:*At°fe.:

. J M Uj. E BMCJ / 41 E f R E A T I O N

w

,

SCHOOL,

6-9

7 pm
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/til information Sites,
Events A Conferences
• Schedule and train student staff
• Oversee daily operations
• Assist Site Supervisors

< o ill ill li ni I.>

C onrriinalors
Off Campus Life - Taylor Down Under
• Cive housing and apartment information
• Facilitate conflict resolution
• Develop and present educational programs

lllfoi'llialioil

Ambassador*

P%pecta

I nlverslty Information @ Warren,
Taylor, and College Center

«
I \ ('Ills & Confrroiicvs
Assistants

• Provide excellent front-line customer service
• Research and give answers to many

Events A Conferences
• Schedule events
• Set-up facilities for meetings

Office Assislanls
I nii•<*»•.«iii/ Center Administration,
Budget Office A Student Organization Services
• Assist staff
• Plan events
• Clerical work

• Maintain database
• Distribute mail
• Communicate with JMU Community

.ivfMe tea-

I III Assislanls:
Taylor Down Under
• Serve as an Information Ambassador and maintain facility
•Serve customers in the Corner Pocket Came Room
• Set up and maintain sound equipment

Building' Managers
Events A Conferences and
College Center
• Open/close facilities
• Set-up for conferences
• Supervise Staff

Information @ Warren, Taylor, & College Center - Call: 568-6138 for info...
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A little something for all
Contemporary Dance Ensemble takes stage in annual spring concert
AMELIA TABER
contributing writer
JMU Contemporary Dance
Ensemble members are gearing up for their spring concert
this weekend with rehearsals
and final touches for eight
distinct performances.
The annual show will consist of five student-choreographed pieces as well as two
guest artists' and one faculty
member's work.
It showcases everyone's
choreography throughout the
year and it's the biggest event for
the dance department because it
involves the most people.

The strong
thing about the
company is that
the students are
involved in every
aspect...
Cynthia Thompson
director and dance professor

It's an opportunity for dance
majors and minors to work with
professional choreographers
while presenting their own
pieces to an audience.
The five students selected to
present their works are seniors
Stefanie Quinones, Jessica Pyatt,
Tracy Hutchinson, Sue Ginel
and Stacy Pfeifer.
Among the student works,
there is a great variety in style of
dance, mood and meaning.
"There's something for
everyone in this concert,"
Pyatt said.
Dance styles include modem,
jazz, ballet and tap.
Ginel said, "The show definitely encompasses many disciplines of dance."
The pieces range from five to
12 minutes in length.
Pyatt's modern piece is entitled "Bump and Boogie." It is a
fun, lighthearted and upbeat
dance that's "full of personality,"
she said. "I did it so that both
audience and dancers could
enjoy it."
Quinones will perform a
solo. "I wanted to work from an
emotional basis," she said.
"The dance comes from a
vulnerable place where all your

AMELIA TABER/cimlribuling photographer

Sue Ginel, Anna Smith and Jill Bradley rehearse the piece entitled "Stills," choreographed by JMU alumna Shannon Hummel. The piece
is one of several to be presented at the Contemporary Dance Concert later this week.
strengths and weaknesses come has become a robotic, tiring orated with a professional cos- nights. It's a course for dance
majors who are sophomores,
experience, Hutchinson said. She tume and lighting designer.
foward," Quinones added.
Director and dance professor juniors and seniors.
"After This I'm Leaving said it shows that "the dead are
Cynthia Thompson said, "I think
Showbiz," choreographed by among us in a sense."
Pfeifer said her "Nesting" is the strong thing about the comGinel, is an energetic, non-conCONTEMPORARY
a piece about development, pany is that the students are
ventional tap piece.
DANCE
ENSEMBLE
She said she uses six exploration and interdependen- involved in every aspect, both
cy.
It
is
a
modern
dance
in
backstage
and
in
front
of
house.
dancers to represent "generalWHAT: Annual spring conwhich the performers wear elab- The main function of the comized cartoon characters."
cert
WHERE: Latimer-Shaeffer
The dancers wear tap orate hand-painted silk cos- pany is to get the students'
work produced."
Theatre
shoes and the dance is based tumes, she said.
Thompson
is
contributing
a
WHEN: March 25-27
Shannon
Hummel,
a
JMU
on rhythm.
TICKETS AVAILABLE:
In contrast to these, alumna, choreographed a piece piece entitled "Night Visitors."
Harrison Box Office
Pfeifer said, "We usually
Hutchinson's "40 hours, 40 entitled "Stills."
TICKET
PRICES: $6 generhave
a
really
nice
turnout.
We
Rodger Blum, the other guest
winks" is inspired by the horror
al
admission
and $5 for
hope
to
have
one
again."
artist,
has
choreographed
a
conmovie "Zombie."
seniors
and
JAC
card holders
Dance
Ensemble
is
a
yeartemporary
ballet
piece.
"Zombie" is about the lull of
The dancers have also collab- long class meeting on Monday
the average workday and how it
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job openings at UREC:
MAY

POSITIONS:

SUMMER

climbing wall assistant
fitness instructor
lifeguard
nutrition analyst
trip leader

POSITIONS:

climbing wall assistant
fitness instructor
lifeguard
maintenance assistant
marketing assistant
nutrition analyst
office services assistant
receptionist
trip leader

FALL

POSITIONS:

climbing wall assistant
EMT
fitness instructor
intramural site manager
lifeguard
maintenance assistant
marketing assistant
nutrition analyst
office services assistant
receptionist
trip leader
wellness instructor

application deadline: March 26
you may pick up and return applications to the the
UREC welcome desk.

for more information, visit our website at
http://www.jmu.edu/recreation
or call x8700
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Omega Psi Phi cooks up Groove Gumbo
African-American fraternity hosts event in memory of former JMU member
SHANA ALSTAETTER
contributing writer

An African-American fraternity got down with Groove
Gumbo in Warren Hall's
Highland Room last Friday.
Omega Psi Phi held the event
in memory of Herman Flemming.
He graduated from JMU and was
a 1991 member of Omega Psi Phi.
Hemming was killed in the summer of 1996 when he lost control
of his motorcycle.
The fraternity accepted donations at the event to raise money
for the Herman L. Flemming
Memorial Scholarship Fund.
A portion of the donations
will also be given to the Boys and
Girls Club of America in
Wayenesboro. The director of
the Waynesboro branch, Jeffrey
Harris, is also the adviser of
Omega Psi Phi.
Chuck Grimsley, vice president of Omega Psi Phi, said, "We
built a relationship with them
over Thanksgiving when we
gave them 40 turkeys and dinners. I guess they [Waynesboro
branch] just needed us more."
Groove Gumbo was sponsored by many local businesses
and promotional items like CDs

and posters were available for
audience members.
Groove Gumbo, so entitled
for the variety of acts present,
included a funk-jazz band.
W. Ellington Felton, an actor
who was formerly a host of
BET's "Teen Summit," hosted
Groove Gumbo. Felton was comfortable with the crowd and
being a jazz poet, he also performed.
The crowd especially enjoyed
his song about "jezebel" type
women in answer to the trend of
male bashing in music by female
artists. Lyrics like "Betty Crocker
just doesn't know her main
ingredient isn't me" had the male
members of the crowd members
singing along.
Female audience members
reminded everyone that women
had been bashed enough by
artists like Snoop Doggy Dog.
Shana Moreno, a singer from
Queens, improvised with the
band, as did Asheru, a popular
Atlanta hip-hop artist.
The innovative Psalmeyene
24 performed as well.
Psalmeyene 24 added a tinge
of reggae influence to the show
with his new form of music
see GROOVIN' page 19

STEVE GLASSIstaff phoiaRrapher

(I to r): David Crosby, Clyde Adams, Tore Walters and Dajando at the Groove Gumbo. The event was
held In memory of former member Herman Flemming who was killed in a motorcycle accident in '96.

There is
opportunity
in your future]

We have lots of
tasty Vegetarian
Dishes, as well
)K
as Seafood, Beef,
L and Chicken entrees'
Tpaditionti^ Cooked the way
Vietnam* A
Cuisine
m
Saigon

(jfecj

*

So, if you ate
tired of greasy,
deep fried food. . .

Come try our cooking!
Our food is different. . .
it is healthy, delicious and good:
Weekday Lunch Bullet 11-2 pm
Mon. - Thurs.
MH ^jg
Antique Mall,
11:30-8:30 pm
UU H
RoHjng Hills
llSSA-

4341-5750

Harrisonburg

Pro Performance Marketing is in search for an outgoing,
enthusiastic, reliable, goal oriented student marketing
manager to promote a university sponsored program '
throughout the fall 1999 semester.
Responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•

Event Coordination
Staff Management & Motivation
Operations Management
Quality Control

,

'

Program Benefits include excellent pay, incentive program, all
expense paid training conference in August and valuable experience
gained in event marketing. Freshman, sophomores, juniors and
student leaders encouraged to apply. On campus interviews on
4/8/99. For more information call Kristin at
1-800-377-1924, ext.208.

till
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CONGRATULATIONS
1999-2000 Advertising Staff

! AdM£*£cjl,«ives

AdJtesisners
Matt Murray
Karyn Yondola
Jessica Tice
Lindsay Mann

Nicole Pellegrino
Megan Gomes
Heather Easley
Kelly Olson
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Two & three
bedroom
apartments
Tennis
Courts &
Fireplaces
Every time ;i coinp;in\ makes
a product, they also use energy
and natural resources. Even
lime you make a purchase, you
could saw some ol thai energy
and those resources Cause
when you buy durable and
reusable products, there's less
to throw away. And less to
replace. I or a Free shopping
guide, please call
l-800-CALL-EDF.

BUY SMART.
WASTE LESS.
SAVE MORE.

/
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The
Place
to Be!
Contact
Sterling
to find out
more!

434-5150
Fynkhouser & Associates, REALTORS

Property Management Division

Swimming
Pool

I
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Groovin'
Gumbo
GROOVIN', from page 17

called Folk Hop. His songs are inspired
more by love and social consciousness
than traditional hip-hop.
The band, consisting of two electric
guitars, an acoustic guitar and drums, is
based in Washington, D.C. and has traveled as far as Las Vegas. Influenced by
Cuban and Puerto Rican beats, the band
provided an eclectic vibe to the show as
well as impressive improvisational skills.
Deejays also rounded out the mix and
performed during the down times.
Although the emcee urged the audience to participate and turn the scene into
an open mike venue, the audience was
not as enthusiastic and no one got up to
perform. The audience was into the show
though, and people enjoyed just listening,
socializing and dancing. Senior Kevin
Melvin said "It's real relaxing. It's good to
get out and unwind at a scene like this
and hear some good student music."
Besides being a fund-raising tool, this
event provided students with a different
scene than Harrisonburg is used to.
Senior Derrick "D'Mojah" Wilson said,
"Just walking into the room lifted my
spirits. If there were more things like this I
would stay here every weekend."
The event turned into a party lasting
until 1 a.m. The creativity and talent
showcased here was both refreshing
and inspirational.
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*there will be a Style
writers meeting at the
(freeze office today at
5 p.m.

Current and interested
writers must attend!
Call JennyIAlison at x3846
if you have any ideas.

Spring is
Here!
CSE - Bookstore

$0 25

-

- $5.00

Mon.-Thurs. noon - 8:00 p.m.
Friday
noon - 5:00 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. Closed

Bookstore (Warren)
Mon.-Tues. 8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Wed.-Fri.
8:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.
Sat.
11:00 a.m. -4 p.m.

College Store East Bookstore
Free Posters (while supplies last)
March 24-11:00 A.M.

H

30°/ooh

sek

lj

20'

IMU's I i IIRCI
RI cycliNQ
AW/ARI Nl SS

Wi i k

Yee 's Tlace

AINNLJAI

1588 S. Main St.

MARCH

22-26

On RAW!
Please come & show your support!

New Expanded Buffets
ALL-U-CAN-EAT BUFFETS
Lunch Mon.-Fri. 11:30-2:30 p.m. $4.50

Information booth in Zane Showker
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Mon. March 22
Information booth in ISAT
11:00a.m.-3:00 p.m. Tues. March 23
Motivational Speaker: Phil Simmons
ISAT auditorium 6:30 p.m. Tues. March 23
Information booth in Zane Showker
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Wed. March 24
Information booth in ISAT
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Thurs. March 25
Trash on the Commons Day
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Thurs. March 25
Inter-dorm & inter-Greek competition during
the week to see who produces the most
recyclable material. Prizes will be awarded.
Get your PAW
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SPONSORECI

by

Health Program Planning Class
and JMU Recycling Program

The Students for Camp Heartland present...

EVENING BUFFETS
Mon., Thurs. 5:30-9:00 p.m. $6.95

PRIME RIB BUFFET
Wed. nite 5:30-9:00 p.m. $9.95

CRAB LEGS & STEAM SHRIMP BUFFET
Tues., Fri. & Sat.

5:00-'til $13.95

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Noon-8:00 p.m. $6.95

All legal beverages

Don't forget YEE'S PLACE
Delivers to YOUR PLACE!
CARRY-OUT or DELIVERY ONLY
1 General TSo Chicken or Crispy Chicken
and
1 FRIED RICE or LO MEIN
(excludes LOBSTER or COMBINATION)
only $10.95
EXP. March 31,1999

CARRY-OUT or DELIVERY ONLY
2 General Tso Chicken or Crispy Chicken

Mention coupon when calling order.
Not to be used with any other coupon or special.

Mention coupon when calling order.
Not to be used with any other coupon or special.

or

ONE OF EACH
only
$11.50
EXP. March 31,1999

The Students for Camp Heartland &
Student Wishmakers present..

Camp Heartland:
Journey of Hope Tour

An evening of
a cappella music

Monday, March 22 - 6:30 P.M.
Grafton Stovall Theatre, Free

Monday, March 22 - 8:30 P.M.
Wilson Hall, $3 (payable at the door)

Make-A-Wish Foundation'
of America

An educational & compassionate look at AIDS through/the
eyes of young people with the disease. Neil Willenson,
founder of Camp Heartland, Jen Robbins ('95), founder of
Students for Camp Heartland at JMU and four young teens
will share their stories with you. This program is open to the
JMU & Harrisonburg communities.

Night features:
- Exit 245
->•
- Note-riety
- Blues Tones
The profits from this show will benefit Camp Heartland & the
Make a Wish Foundation. This concert is open to the JMU
& Harrisonburg communities.

An) questions, please call Sarah 564 084-1 or Ann x35()3
Cosponsors: UPB, Students for Camp Heartland at JMU & Student Wishmakers
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Not worth your analysis
DeNiro is the real joke of his latest flick 'Analyze This'
RENT BOWLES
KBBreeze film critic
"Analyze This" is pretty much a onejoke movie. What is that joke, you ask?

•*^
Well, the less astute movie-goer might
see the admittedly hilarious previews for
the film and say "Oh, look at the mobster
who needs therapy - isn't that funny?"
Well, yes, it is amusing, but the real
joke in this comedy from director Harold
Ramis lies in the casting of Robert DeNiro
as the aforesaid wiseguy.
Delivering a juicy parody of the
gangster image that's been applied to
practically every role the Oscar-winning actor has played since "Taxi
Driver" in 1976, DeNiro neatly
upstages costar Billy Crystal, and with
barely a twitch walks away with this
mildly amusing movie.
We'll set DeNiro aside for a moment
and look at what's left.
The story is straight out of the
"What About Bob?" mold: Strait-laced
psychiatrist Ben Sobel (Crystal) is frus-

trated with the passiveness of his profession and nervous at his impending
wedding to bland reporter Laura
MacNamara (Lisa Kudrow, wasted in
another reiteration of her boring-as-sin
"Friends" persona).
Notorious mob boss Paul Vitti
(DeNiro) drops in on one of Sobel's sessions, deciding he needs therapy; "I've
got stress!" he cries. Chaos ensues as
Vitti disrupts Sobel's neat life, crashing
his wedding (twice!), alienating his
inlaws and getting him in hot water with
the FBI.
Of course, everything turns out all
right in the end: Sobel and MacNamara
are happily married, Vitti decides to go
straight and walk away from wiseguy
life and Tony Bennett shows up to sing
us off.
It's neat, yes, but then again, it's a relatively simplistic comedy, not something
one can expect to be horribly complex.
Ramis and co-screenwriters Kenneth
Lonergan and Peter Tolan, however,
seem to think their one-joke casting
coup won't go all that far (they're
right), and pad the film with an unnecessary subplot involving Vitti's wranglings with a vicious opposing family,
headed by Primo Sidone (Chazz
PalminteFi — the man with the world's
coolest first name).
"Analyze This" crumbles all too easily

under analysis, and for a comedy that can
be disastrous. Ramis doesn't have the
directing savvy, nor does Crystal, whose
Yiddish schtick is about as stale these
days as that of mel Brooks.
Enter DeNiro. Arguably the greatest
living actor, it's a bit of a surprise to see
DeNiro in comeefce roles; we seem to
sometimes forget his really funny stuff in
Scorsese's "The King of Comedy" and
Terry Gilliam's "Brazil."
It's mostly in Scorsese's crime
films, however, that audiences latch
onto the "You talkin' to me?" badass
image into which DeNiro lays with
relish in "Analyze This;" the more
familiar you are with "Mean Streets,"
"Taxi Driver," "GoodFellas," and,
more subtly, Coppola's "The
Godfather, Part II," the more you'll
understand how completely thorough
and dead-on hilarious DeNiro's selfparody can be.
To satisfy diehard Travis Bickle fans,
DeNiro waltzes into the film's finale in
full "don't f**k with me" mode.
But a closer look at the macho image
he parodies reveals not only its shallowness (and thus favors the less appreciated
performances in his career) but the ease
with which he manipulates it.
When Vitti cries hysterically during a
saccharine life insurance commercial, it's
funny, but at the same time somewhat

self-deprecating; DeNiro's proving himself a superior actor by shredding the
image to which he's been perhaps unfairly attached for more than a decade,
pointing out to the audience how little
that machismo ultimately amounts to.
I'm probably looking too far into
"Analyze This," and some will doubtless
say "Why can't you just laugh?"
Well, I did, and just writing this
review makes me snicker at how Vitti's
response to a fellow mobster who desires
to change the mafia's image: "Whaddya
want, a f**king web site?"
But this comedy doesn't completely
work, and goes so far to tie up its ludicrous sequence of events that it not only
drags on far too long, but falls apart a
half-hour short of its denouement.
Crystal, totally out of character in one
of his worst screen appearances, lapses
into outrageous schtick, and DeNiro all
but disappears. Once he walks back'
through the door, however, we remember where the gold in "Analyze This"
really lies.

"ANALYZE THIS"
STARRING: Robert DeNiro, Billy
Crystal, Lisa Kudrow
WHERE: Harrisonburg 3 Cinemas
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME: 102 minutes
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Easy Money!

Tuesday Night

Oysters $3/doz.
Wednesday Night

Clam Night

Arc you a freshman?
Do you live or\ campus?

Thursday Night

Come in for
Jerry Springer,
5-6 p.m.

PuddleDuck
0 p.m.
riM9

Do you have 90 minutes to discuss your
opinions?
If you answered yes to the questions above, you can earn
$10 by participating in a focus group the week of April

Saturday, March 26
Formerly Awful Arthurs
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To make sure you qualify, fill out the information on the
University Health Center focus group webpage at
www.jmu.edu/hlthctr/focus.html or send an e-mail inquiry
to yanachaj@jmu.edu.
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James McHone thanks everyone
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HERE'S WHAT'S NEW
AT SQUIRE HILL!
The next 20 people who mention
this ad and leave the Deposit by
April 15th will get a free pizza!

M \\
•

All exterior renovations complete
In next hill!

•

Leave deposit l>\ April 15th and
get all iH\\ appliances including
microwave at move-in!

•

Kthernet service available l>>
I all.

•

Phone jacks in all bedrooms.

Limit one coupon per apartment.

ASALWAYS
Individual Student Leases
i Great 1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments
• Full size Washer/Dryer in every unit
i Spacious Rooms
- Pet Friendly
•

City Bus Service to J M U

•

Swimming Pool & Tennis Court
24-Hour Emergency Maintenance

J

Wall-to-Wall Carpet

Call us today at 434-2220

Mon-Fri. 9:30-5:30, Sat. 10-5, Sun. 1-5 • e-mail: shh@wmci.com • www.rent.net/direct/squirehillapts
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Carrier hosts artworks
STEVEJANZEN
contributing writer
JMU Chancellor Ronald Carrier's
office walls were redecorated with the
art of graduate JMU students earlier this
month. The event was kicked off with a
formal reception on March 4 that included exhibiting students, their graduate
peers and the art faculty.
The Chancellor's Spring Invitational is
open until the end of the semester and
contains paintings, sculpture and several
mixed media pieces. The works are as
diverse in content and feeling as they are
in media and do a great deal to liven up
the Chancellor's office.
Graduate student Ann Currie's mixed
media/handmade
paper
work,
"Transcending the Grid," which is displayed in the conference room, speaks for
the amount of variety in the show. Other
students expressed similar feelings about
their work and echoed Currie's enthusiasm about the opportunity to represent
JMU in this venue.
At the reception, Carrier commented that he was "pleased that we could
use this occasion to display the wonderful talent of JMU students to the
public." Carrier also said he saw the
reception as an opportunity to make a
stronger connection between his new
office and the JMU student body and
campus. The reception was held by the
Chancellor's office.
Art Department Head Cole Welter
also commented on the Invitational as "a
great opportunity to focus on and highlight graduate work" Welter emphasized

that JMU graduate art students have traditionally gone on to impressive careers,
and this venue would expose their work
to people who normally would not see it.
Public Relations Assistant Nancy
Jones, in the Chancellor's office, was
responsible for much of the planning for
the event. She said she realized that many
of the bare walls in the office would be an
excellent place to display student ait, and
presented the idea to Carrier.
"Dr. Carrier's litmus test for any
action is to see how it will benefit the students of JMU," Jones said.
The Invitational fits his criteria. It presents art students with an opportunity to
show their work and could also work as a
great resume-builder. Anyone visiting the
Chancellor's office can view the artwork
in the Spring Invitational. While there is
the possibility that this exposure may
result in opportunities for some students
to sell their artwork, most interviewed
were simply pleased with the opportunity
to show in another venue.
Jones anticipates the Spring Invitational
as the first of a series, and hopes to display
a new group of students' work each
semester. While this first showing is limited to graduate students, Jones said future
exhibits may be open to undergraduate art
students as well.

SPRING INVITATIONAL
WHAT: Chancellor Ronald Carrier's
Spring Invitational
WHERE: Chancellor's Office at 250
E. Market St. (just over two blocks
east of Court Square)
WHEN: Normal office hours now until
the end of the semester

Monday.March !!,■ 1999.
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►"Paul Kline: A Point of View;" New Image Cjallcry — MondaySaturday, free.
►Graphic design work by JMU senior Michael Mafodda: Zirkle
House, Artwork Gallery — Monday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m.,
Friday-Saturday, noon-4 p.m., free.
► Black and white photographs by JMU senior Jess King:
Sawhill Gallery — Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
►Stable Roots with guest Caution: Main Street Bar and Grill
— Tuesday, 9:30 p.m., call 432-9963 for further information.
►Everything: TRAX — Saturday, 9 p.m., tickets on sale at Plan
9 and Town and Campus Records, $8, $10 at the door.
►March Mallet Madness: Music Building, Room 108 —
Monday, 5 p.m.,Tuesday, 1 p.m. and 8 p.m., Wednesday, 1 p.m.
and 8 p.m., free.
►Youth Concert: Wilson Hall Auditorium — Thursday, 9
a.m. and 11 a.m.
►The Shenandoah Valley Children's Choir: Wilson Hall
Auditorium — Friday, 7:30 p.m., call 568-6863.
►"The Contemporary Dance Ensemble" Annual Spring
Concert: Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre — Thursday-Saturday, 8
p.m., $6 for general public, $5 for JMU students, call x7000.
►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Waco:.Rules of Engagement,"
Wednesday, 7 and 9:30 p.m., "Rushmore," Thursday-Saturday, 7
and 9:30 p.m., $2. "Airplane," Sunday, free.
►Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Forces of Nature," "Wing
Commander," "Cruel Intentions," "Analyze This," $450 before 6
p.m., $6.50 after. Call 434-7107.
►Regal Harrisonburg 3: "Shakespeare in Love," "The King and
l,""The Other Sister," "The Rage: Carrie 2," $4.50 before
|6 p.m.. $6.50 after. Call 433-1200.

If you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send a letter do Style section;
Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall; MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonburg,VA 22807; include date,
cost and location of the event.

Classes are starting now!
Call today to reserve your seat.

JMU Classes for the June LSAT
begin Monday, March 29.

CALL TO ENROLL!

APLAN

^4

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't
words you're likely to see in many
course requirements. Then again
Army ROTC is unlike any other
elective. It's hands-on excitement. ROTC will challenge you
mentally and physically
through intense leadership
training. Training that builds

your character, confidence and
decision-making skills. Again,
words other courses seldom use.
But they're the credits you need to
succeed in life. ROTC is open to
freshmen and sophomores without obligation and requires
about five hours per week. Register this term for Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOD CAN TAKE

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
^SAT It i registered tndenwk of trie Law Scr^^

60 YEARS OF BUILDING FUTURES. ONE SUCCESS STORY AT A TIME

2$

For more information contact
Captain McRae at 6094 or come to
Bridgefortk Stadium South
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le Canada!
Students head north
for thrills and chills

When you hear the two notorious
words "spring break," visions of
beaches, beer and Will Smith jammin to "Miami" turn your brain
off for a week. While sun, surf
and barely dressed women have made for some of
my favorite past times, nine of my friends and 1
decided we wanted to do something different. Few
people consider subjecting themselves to 11*C and
wearing three layers of clothing fun, much less
something that you would spend $600 to do during this coveted week off. All I have to say is
Viva le Canada.
The White Russians were myself, Harper Boyle,
Paul Smartschan, Drew Gilmer, Rob O'Donnell,
Dave Throckmorton, Stu Dunlap, Matt Hahne,
Tobey Vansantvoord, and John Sense. We met up
with some other JMUers who indulged in freezing
cold fantasies.
We decided to take a trip with Ski Travel
Unlimited to Mont Tremblant, Canada. Mont
Tremblant is an hour outside of Montreal, near the
town of St. Jovite in Quebec. If 77 trails, 502 acres
and a 2131 foot vertical drop doesn't speak for
itself, maybe the solid 10-minute runs from peak to
bottom, if you bombed them at full speed without
any stops, would. If this doesn't get you fired up,
then you just don't like to snowboard.
"You have got to protect the dome for the dome
is the gateway to the-third dimension"
-Scott Meredith

Our trip began Saturday night. With the car
packed and a 14-hour drive ahead of us, we
planned on leaving at four in the morning.
Anticipation is a hard feeling to contain, we hit the
road at exactly midnight.
After five states, 12 hours, a snow storm and an
incredibly beautiful ride through the Adirondack
Mountains we arrived at the border.
Being my first time outside of the U.S. this was a
particularly significant, exciting stop. We passed
through the border on no more than the honor system.-We became aliens and smugglers within five
minutes.
An hour later we arrived at civilization. Baffled
Canadians turned their heads as the sound of
"Viva le Canada" echoed from the car of three stupid Americans.
We became nervous passing through the countryside witnessing Massanutten sized sled hills, but
then we arrived at Tremblant.
I could hardly keep my pants on just looking at
the slopes from the ground. When we checked in
we happily discovered our four star hotel was only
a 10-foot trek from the bottom of the gondola.
Next we walked through a European-style village to the bank to find that our spending accounts
had been increased by the 1.45 exchange rate. It
was time to head to the bar. Yes my friends we are
in Wonderland.
It was beautiful, for the first time in my life, but
not the last time during the trip I was asked for I.D.

and happily handed over a picture of a 16-year-old
with a grunge haircut to our waitress.
After officially done getting our drink on it was
time to meet up with our friends who had taken the
bus. Once everyone settled in, we
decided to check out the night life.
As we arrived at the Octo Bar,
the bouncer took a shot and told
us that we couldn't piss on the
bar or puke, but everything else
was cool. We walked to a crowd
of about six guys. Drew found
the hottest 40-year-old women in
the bar and showed them how
you are supposed to dance to
"Miami." After repeated
attempts by the bar staff to get us
to stay so they could rip us off a
little more we headed out.
The first day of snowboarding
we woke up to a sunny 0*C on
the bottom of the mountain and
-ll'C on the peak.
Day One was exploring the
mountain. As we rose to the peak,
we were awed by a 360" view of
the Canadian mountain range.
It was difficult to decide which run to take
down. Each trail was new to us and around each
corner were miles of unknown terrain. We found
the Edge, a set of trees spaced perfectly apart and

the underbrush cut
carve through the tre
termined trail, but r
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JAMAICAN ME CRAZY

Nine students dance south of the border
Story by contributing writer MARIA THESTRUP

cut out so that you could easily
e trees, not having to ride a predejut making your own each time,
itinued with smiles pasted on our
ices, and there was a feeling that
■us could never end.
Day Two continued in much the
ame way when we discovered the
iggest gap jump I have ever seen.
We saw the guy who won the
I.S. Open a few weeks before pull a
»kie-to-fakie back flip over the 50x)t monster. The day ended with a
rash and visit to the local hospital.
That night, as promised, Ski
ravel delivered one of "today's
ottest college bands," - Emmet
wimming? Free shooters at midight poured all over our faces by
eautiful women dancing on the
ar, pitchers constantly flowing and
iends kicking back, acting stupid,
aradise found.
It was after this we discovered
iafe' de la Steakfest, one of our
ther frequent night spots. You
an't go wrong with booty music
all did our best to grind with all of
ir - both of them.
see SPRING BREAK page 26
PHOTOS (clockwise
from top left):
(1) Harper Boyle
catches air on Mount
Tremblant in Quebec.
The mountain has 77
trails, 502 acres and
a 2131 foot vertical
drop.
(2) Steve Remich and
Boyle check freezing
temperatures on the
mountain.
(3) Drew Gilmer
"saves the carpet."
(4) A panoramic view
from a gondola above
the mountain.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF
STEVE REMICH

Spring Break '99 — Finally, I
had plans that included the
sun, the beach, etc. You can
guess the rest. What can I
say, Jamaica was "the place"
and had been since that cold day in
November when nine of us decided
we had had enough of the cold and
would spend our life savings just so
we could go somewhere where we
could wear shorts for at least a week.
All we could think about for
months were all the things that
Jamaica has, sells and grows (coffee).
We had booked seven days and
seven nights in Negril, but unfortunately our travel agent decided that
one of those nights included a night
spent on a cold, hard seat in BWI. Of
course this was done for our own
good, apparently the staff from the
last plane was really tired and might
spill a drink: Finally, after the arrest
of an overzealous spring breaker in
the airport who yelled out the dreaded F word and way too many airport food coupons, we managed to
board a plane. Well, we assumed it
was a plane, it had two wings but
that was pretty much the only identifying feature. But with the help of
our trusty life rafts and parachutes,
we managed to make it to
Montego Bay! Can
you believe
our luck?
But hey, we
had made it
in one piece
and we only
missed one
day. You just
have to love
those budget
trips.
Arriving at
about 6 a.m.
after no sleep
and
intense
headaches, we
realized that we
were still at least
an hour away from
our final destination,
Negril.
Montego Bay is
about an hour from Negril, the place
where most spring breakers tend to
go. It's most outstanding quality is
that it's cheaper, always a plus.
Another good thing about Negril we
didn't know was that the bars and
dance clubs are actually on the
beach. A great perk, especially for
those who have those late night
desires to go swimming.
So there we were, on a magic bus
ride to Negril, I say magic simply
because I was shocked that this big
hunk of metal was actually moving.
We got our first look at Jamaica, we
passed barbed wire, way too many
cows for an island of Jamaica's size

and random animals feeding everywhere along the dirt road that we
bumped along. As
we continued to
bump along, I kept
wondering,
"Where's
the
beach?"
But
before I even saw
the beach, we
were suddenly
at our hotel, The
Cotton Tree,
which seemed
to also double
as a farm
Dogs were
passed out
everywhere,
either from
the heat or
something
in the air.
We all dropped our bags, threw
on our bathing suits and ran out to
the road to grab a cab to the beach.
What a shocker 'that the cheapest
hotel, ours, was at least three miles
away from the beach. The moment
we stepped up to the
road, five

cars
came to a halt and 1
remembered the wise words of
our travel agent, "Everyone in
Jamaica is a cab driver, only trust the
cars with red plates." At first I was
really big on this advice, and my
favorite line to any "cabbie" trying
to drive us somewhere was "you
don't have a red plate." After day
three, we were jumping into anything that moved.
As the days went by, we became
experienced and brain dead spring
breakers. We even developed a routine. Everyday, we would get up,
take some aspirin, eat, hang out at
the beach and fall asleep in the sun,
which resulted in some serious
burns, (anyone who saw my feet
would understand). Then around 4

p.m. we would go home, pass out,
(from sun exposure, of course)
shower and experience a brief
moment of clarity before we once
again entered the
night,

day, all day just for a glimpse of her.
When she would appear, he would
yell, "Hey friend...friend...friend???"
He seemed like a good guy, though
not exactly her knight in shining
armor. I felt for the guy though.
Then there was our neighbor at
the hotel, who was convinced
that he was Nicholas Cage in •
the movie "Leaving Las
Vegas." I guess spring break
means different things to different people.
There were the numerous
vendors along the beach who
would try to sell you sand if they
thought you would buy it. We
were tempted to buy the shirt
which read "No I don't want my
hair braided, No I don't want a
banana" The hair braiding was
quite amusing, one of my friends
got trapped by a "braider" at a
moment when she probably didn't
have the best judgment.
One of the best moments of the
trip was going on the sunset cruiseunlimited beer, rum punch (which is
actually just rum, the punch comes
later) and some interesting food. At
the time, some girls had a few of us ■.
convinced that the sandwiches we
were eating were actually made
with cat food. Funny how we each
had two. The cruise took us to a
place called the Pickled Parrot where
you can cliff dive off these really
dangerous looking rocks, at your
own risk of course. You have to love
the Jamaican way, "no problem"
seemed to be the key phrase. All my
friends thought this was a once in a
lifetime opportunity, I agreed, at
least with the fact that it was a once
in a lifetime opportunity: for me to
die. So, I swam in the clear, blue
water and watched as numerous
drunk college kids threw their bodies into the ocean and thought to
myself, 7,Ow, I'm getting bitten by
something." I was and so was everyone else because the next day we
were all covered with a weird rash
and a bunch of bites. As the cruise ■*
continued, we saw the sunset, actually only some of us did; some of us
were unknowingly facing the other
direction. After all of the craziness,
our spring break finally came to an
end, with another 13 hour plane
delay. We realized we had learned a
few things during our stay:
1. Ganja is written on the Pepsi bottle caps??
2. Red Stripe Beer runs Jamaica.
3. Water is a very, very good thing.
4. Anything that happens in Jamaica
stays in Jamaica.
5. Nothing is ever a problem .

ready to
make memories, that
hopefully stay in Jamaica. We had a
love/hate relationship with the bars.
We loved them more as the night
went on. There were three that we
claimed, one for the early hours of
the night, where the nine of us had a
pretty good deal going with the bartenders, (I really don't remember
what the deal was, I just remember
the free drinks). The other two were
for when we didn't care about the
sweat, lack of oxygen and personal
space. Drinks were expensive, I'm
talking $3 for a Red Stripe which
is our equivalent to a Natty
Light. A friend and I were forced
to resort to our own pre-teen
friend/bartender, a 14-year-old
with a six-pack.
Old school and borderline
painful techno music seemed
to be recycled between all of
the bars. One night all nine of
us found ourselves in a circle
in the middle of a bar singing
at the top of our lungs and dancing.
All that music had us dancing like
we were on "The Grind,"and for a
bunch of girls more likely to kick
back with a beer and play a card
game, we realized that we had finally become those girls on MTV. But, I
must admit, if I could dance' like
that, I would probably have auditioned for "The Grind" in Jamaica,
but truthfully, even fully loaded, I
still ended up looking like an out-ofcontrol rag doll. It's hard to look
graceful when you're almost six feet
tall.
It would be impossible to cover
all of the crazy, strange people we
met and talked to. The cabbie nicknamed Jah-Less had decided that PHOTOS: Maria Thestrup and
my friend was his future wife and friends seeing sights in Jamaica.
parked his cab at our hotel every PHOTOS COURTESY OF MARIA THESTRUP
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i'illlvIll'HD'Q & WIAHI!
CONTRiBUTiNG WRiTER MAGDA SALAZAR BOUNCES IN THE
CLUBS WHERE THE HEAT iS ON AT A LATiN DANCE FESTIVAL
Imagine sultry Latin music
and little bright white lights
lining the walls of a packed
room of dancing men and
women who represent all
facets of Latin America. These
people were there in Miami for
the same reasons that I had chosen Miami as a vacation spot.
Miami, being the international
city that it is was, was hosting
Calle Ocho, the same week that
we were on spring break. Just
my luck, I needed a good excuse
to party with people who
knew what a merengue and
salsa dance were supposed to
look like.
Along for the trip with me
were JMU students junior Aimo
Berg and sophomore Melissa
Webb. Aimo, who spent a
month in Mexico was especially
interested in the culture.
"Mexico was awesome while
I was there but I missed the fun
that Latin people have when
they get together to party," Berg
said. "Latin women really know
how to dance."
From the minute we stepped
into the hotel, the manager, who
is originally from El Salvador,
kept us posted on what he said
was going to be the world's
biggest Calle Ocho festival.
Calle Ocho, an annual festival
hosted by local civic groups in
Miami, showcases not only
dance and music, but native
clothing, some of the best LatinAmerican food I'd ever tasted
and the most festive atmosphere that represents the
Latin- American people and
their culture.
On the second night there,
we hit Ocean Drive, a street

lined with clubs that are
favorites with spring breakers
You could also stand outside the
Versace house on that road,
although the gate is locked.
The first night, Aimo, Melissa
and I checked out all of the clubs
along the road just to get a feel
for what was out there.
However, once we walked into
Mango's, I knew where I was
going to spending my time.
From the sidewalk, Aimo
noticed the waitresses dancing
on the bar tables while I took in
the music and the lights that decorated the place. Okay, I also
noticed all the Latino men who
were in town.
Mango's is a club geared
toward those who were interested in Latin music and dance.
Inside, those present were treated to a live performance by the
club's employees who also performed favorite merengue and
salsa tunes. Inside, I was introduced to Tamara, a secretary for
a construction company. She
was originally from Sweden but
said she enjoyed the atmosphere
that Mango's offers.
"I've been living here for two
years and come here every
weekend," Tamara said. "Now I
love dancing merengue and
salsa with my friends."
Now that I knew someone
there, she introduced me to others who were regulars and some
who were there for Calle Ocho.
Throughout the night, Tamara
introduced me to people
from Chile, Puerto Rico,
Costa Rica, El Salvador,
Honduras and Argentina.
Introductions were interesting at Mango's. If you've ever

seen the movie "Dance with
Me," with Vanessa Williams and
the hot Chayanne, you know
what I mean. Dancing meant
constantly switching partners,
from one song to another, even
in between songs, partners
changed hands over to others.
Raul, a 27-year-old Puerto
Rican from Chicago, was meeting his brother from Colombia
for the festival. He was an excellent merengue dance partner for
the majority of the night.
"I love dancing here, this is
what dancing should feel like,"
Raul said.
I, however, felt guilty that I
wasn't on an alternative spring
break trip because that was really what I wanted to do. So I
made my own. At the hotel we
were staying at, there were some
elderly women who spent two
or three months at a time at the
hotel. One of the them,
Genevieve from Maine, hated
that she couldn't take walks on
the beach because her equilbrium was bad. I'm an early riser,
unfortunately Aimo and Melissa
weren't. So at 9:30 a.m.
Genevieve and I took walks
along the beach to give her some
time away from the hotel room.
During trie day, I sat out on the
pool deck with Genevieve and
her friend Minerva, another
summer resident of Baymar
Ocean Resort.
The last night 1 was there, I
also had my first celebrity sighting. As I was walking in, actor
Damon Wayans was walking
out of the club with a group of
people. With as many people as
were there, we bumped into
each other. Someone asked for

PHOTO COURTESY OF MAGDA SALAZAR
At Mango's Dance Club on Ocean Drive, Magda and Guissepo
from Brazil dance to the salsa-merengue beat.

an autograph and while he waited for the fan to return with a
pen, we did a little jiggy to the
music.
Calle Ocho turned out to be
in Little Havana on the mainland. While I couldn't be there
for the entire festival because
school beckoned, I was really
excited to spend some time with

other festival attendants who are
completely immersed in the culture. Before coming back to
JMU, the people I met all extended invitations to return to Miami
at a future date. I have enough
reason to return now.
Will Smith had it right about
Miami, you do want to stay
longer once you've been there.

Spring break Canadian style
SPRING BREAK from page 24

The next day was a turning point in our trip. The first
run was a little sloppy and so were we.
Scott Meredith and I had just found the "skindome,"
probably the sickest trail that I have ever ridden. It was
15"feet-wide and straight down, with a hard right rum at
the bottom. If you hit it fast enough, you drag your knee
and still keep your edge.
We bombed that run like a pack of wild animals, feeding off of each other's energy, screaming at every jump
and turn.
That night at one of the bars, Dave ran into some of
the hottest girls from JMU. They went bar hopping with
us and. I danced, and danced and danced until I was five
pounds lighter.
Day four was made crazy via monster gap jump that
called for big air. Stu Harper and I found a low key powder playground through the woods. That night it was
time to blow some money at Casino de Montreal.
With a car full of beautiful women including Jackie,

Allison, Meghan and Renee, there was no way we could
go wrong.
The casino was amazing. Six floors of bright lights,
chings and hookers all waiting to take your money.
I had dollar signs in my eyes trying to figure which
* game I was going to cash in on. I think gambling was the
whole reason Hahne had come on the trip, so we decided
to observe a master.
He went up about a hundred bucks and inspired me
to rum my $80 into an extension of the trip for me and
my friends. After finding the dollar roulette tables
Harper and I teamed up. We won $56 in three rounds
and decided it was time to go down to the bar and enjoy
our winnings.
"Extreme boys extreme. If I don't hurt myself today
something is wrong." -Harper
By this point the girls had all but lost their money and
concentrated their efforts on bringing us some luck. After
playing blackjack, hitting on 17 and pulling a 20 we finished the night with an all out slot binge.
I was determined to play every slot machine in the

entire casino and we ran floor to floor pumping quarters
into the slots like we had just gotten our unemployment
checks. We left with a little money in our pockets and
smiles on our faces.
"...are those Canadian miles, or American miles."-Stu
The morning of the last day we awoke to a pillow of
six inches on the ground. By this time the White Russians
were all but out of commission. Our group of 10 strong
had dwindled down to three. So Stu, Harper and I
packed the car and headed to the top of the mountain for
the last time.
It was straight to the trees for foot-deep powder and
tight trees to make our playground. It was hard to leave
after the greatest day of snowboarding but we left the
slopes, picked up all the free souvenirs we could find and
hit the road.
An end to the greatest trip ever had to come but the
fun we had will all live. By the end, Canada had
almost conquered us. None of this crew will ever be
the same. Listen very closely. . . "Viva le Tremblant."
This one's for Paul.
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Staff Writer
Pou drift down a winding
country road alongside a rock
face that drops right into an
emerald green river. You're in
your warm, safe car and you
blink when you see a man walk
jf his tiny shack. That's his home, but
[automatically assume it is his rickety
shed.
iis image became all too tangible
14 of us were given the opportuni3ull off the highway, meet that loneidividual, walk through his home
| share his life. We were a part of the
alachia Service Project (ASP) and we
i able to spend a week making a cou)f homes a little warmer, safer and
ur constructive handicaps resonated
ughout our minds. As a group, our
;est fear was leaving one of the housa worse condition than when we
ted. Upon approaching John
ord's home, however, it was hard to
Igine living with a dilapidated front
h, soot stained walls and furniture,
an unfathomable stench permeating
entirety of his tiny blue house. In
ition, the onset of snow during our
was a fierce reminder that a leaking
can be relentless during an
alachian winter.
y the third day of construction, I was
risingly comfortable with a circular
, an electric drill, and a "caulk pushI installed lighting in the dreary
en, shocking us all when it actually
> at the first flick of the switch. After
earisome accumulation of small mirai, we stayed an extra hour to complete
first plunge into plumbing. We were
austed, but exhilarated, feeling both
omplished and achy. Three days of
rk, and we'd already made a new
9, put in electricity and a new sink.
Our nights were spent snuggled up
und a crackling fire, sipping cocoa.
one even considered the fact that we,
ck of normal sin-seeking college kids,
lid live without alcohol for a week.
tcad we found creative diversions by
g our stories, playing games, get-

ting decked-out 80's style and hitting the
bowling alley for our own dance/bowla-thon. (Sadly, I won with a score of 75!)
We christened the week with an invigorating hike through Cumberland Gap,
trekking through Tennessee, Kentucky
and Virginia in a matter of minutes. We
read our poetry, finger-painted, expand-

,
PHOTO COURTESY OF POWELL VALLEY NEWS
JMU students Sara Sentell, Marguerite Daniels, Mike Olinger, Sara Wolf, Zoya
Bankley, Jillian Raymond, Meaghan McCall and Annie Williams pose at the house.
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ed our minds, our hearts and our circle of friends.
Folklorist/Singer Bud Stanley
charmed us with his slow story-telling
twang. His simple tales of making moonshine and apple butter, coal mining, and
the trials with Jesus and the Devil are all
stories passed around amongst the old
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PHOTO COURTESY OF SHANNA FLIEGEL
[louse that the Appalachia Service Project helped to renovate
» spring break.

Appalachia
by Ellen Sharp
Early morning. Dewey still. The air is
heavy and 9 don't like to breathe it There is a
sticky-sweet smell, 9 try to ignore it Everything is
green: tobacco fields and forests.
WestVirginia. This is not America. 9'think
The road is pebbles. The garbage lies in a ditch by
the house. The water is tainted by mines.
lAndrinkable. This? Living? gut no running water?
No refrigerator?No television? you don't have a car?
you don tgo to high school?
Kentucky. This is not America, 9 think,
your daughter is only fifteen. She should not be
married, you don't have a job? your neighbor's boy
committed suicide. Hooked on cocaine? Out here-in
the middle of nowhere?
Tennessee. This is not America. 9 think.

coal mining community.
One of the ASP staff confessed that
much of the Appalachian community
lives off welfare due to the lack of jobs or
injuries acquired from difficult labor. I
wondered why he would remain in an
area with limited economic resources. He
spoke of the infinite natural resources.
"It's home. I won't ever leave it. I
love the mountains and the snow. I
love the springs. It's home to me."
And that's enough.
So many factors made this the most
phenomenal and intensely emotional
spring break of my life.
The residents revealed to me another
reality within our national boundaries.
One without college degrees, department
stores and briefcases. One without clean
sheets, braces, or adequate plumbing. But
does this reality deserve any less respect?
As Tex Evans, founder of ASP, once said,
"Every person wants, essentially, four
things: to be loved, to belong, to
own something, and to create something worthwhile."
I realized I never would have met 13
exceptional individuals from my own
college if not for this one common goal.
Something about this atmosphere of eating, sleeping, hammering and playing
together for a solid week breeds a connection like no other. Each person
becomes an essential component of the
project, creating an unprecedented working machine that can accomplish anything in its unity.
This trip made me grasp how important each individual is, including me. I'm
capable of changing lives, building
homes and reinforcing my own
inner strength.
And yet, I'm still haunted by something. How will this affect me in the
future? I don't know if I'll ever
scour that initial image of John
using a coal-stained rag for a pillow
and a mattress from the dump. And
the last image of him sitting in his
spectacular kitchen, grinning ear to
ear, luxuriating in his newly transformed "mansion."

you keep pet raccoons? your little girl needs (SandAids so she won't get infections.
Virginia.Thisis not America. 9 think. 9
have come here, to make your house "warmer, safer,
drier'9 am helping you. The Appalachia Service
Project gut you asked for assistance. Why do you
resent me? 9 can see you are proud, strong, a man.
a woman 9 play with your children. Mainowished?
Will they*have better lives than you? Hope? Money?
Cove? Education? Opportunity?
Cove is here. yes. you have helped me.
This is West Virginia. Kentucky. Tennessee. Virgina.
This is America. 9 think.
9 go home. My five bedroom house. My
own car. My money. My America
Are you still there?
This poem can be found at hllpJfimmoMsphome.com
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Wood era ends at JMU
JMU replaces coach with Baylor defensive coordinator
1

departure for the Baltimore Ravens.
Although Wood had a clause in his
contract with JMU which prevented him
from leaving between March 1 and the
beginning of the next football season, President Linwood Rose didn't contest Wood's
departure.
"I thought it was in the best interest
of the university and also in his best
interest to let him out of his contract,"
Rose said. "We would not want to force
someone to stay here when they have
other opportunities because it could lead
us both to be unhappy with the situation. We didn't see it as beneficial to
keep him from leaving."
Wood inherited the Dukes from Rip
Scherer and went to the second round of
the Division I-AA playoffs in 1994. He
took the Dukes to the playoffs in 1995,
going 8-4.
Wood's win total declined each year
he was in Harrisonburg, as the Dukes
went 7-4 in 1996, 5-6 in 1997 and just 3-8
in 1998, tying for the worst record in
school history.
The Dukes have finished last in the
Atlantic 10's Mid-Atlantic Division the last
two years.

ASON McINTYRE
senior writer

In the weeks leading up to spring prac-"
rice, teams are in the preliminary stages of
memorizing plays and familiarizing themselves with the nuances of the offense and
defense. For the JMU football team, all of
those plans took a backseat to a frenzied
three-week period of rumors, a birthday, a
resignation and a hiring.
One day after his 44th birthday, JMU
coach Alex Wood held a meeting with his
team at 6 a.m. March 15 in Godwin Hall,
telling them he would not return to coach
the team this season and that he had taken
a job with the National Football League's
Minnesota Vikings as quarterbacks coach.
"I was a little bit surprised," junior
receiver Marc Bacote said. "We had been
reading stuff floating around in the newspapers the day before spring break, and
[the football office] didn't deny anything.
Then, at the meeting, he told us he was
gonna take the job, and that was it. Coach
Wood took a job to better himself and you
gotta do what you gotta do."
Sophomore quarterback Chris Paquette
said, "I kinda knew it was coming. [The
announcement] didn't completely come
out of left field, it was closure to the whole
thing. It was a really good opportunity for
him when the job opened in Minnesota."
Junior tailback Delvin Joyce said, "I was
real surprised. It came so close to spring
practice (which starts March 27) that it will
definitely set us back a little, but we're a
tough group, we'll pull through this.
Change could be good."
Today the Dukes will name Baylor
defensive coordinator Mickey Matthews
JMU's new football coach.
Wood, who left for Minnesota after
making his announcement, told the Minnesota Star-Tribune on March 16, "I've
always had an aspiration to get to that
league in some position. I think it's something every coach would like to do, to get
to the pinnacle of their sport. And the NFL
is that. The biggest thing for me is to get a
chance to work with Denny Green and
such a tradition-rich franchise like the Minnesota Vikings."
The ties between Green and Wood
stretch back to their college days at Iowa,
where Green was an assistant coach and
Wood was a walk-on running back.

/ thought it was in
the best interest of the
university and also in
his best interest to let
him out of his
yy
contract.
Linwood Rose
JMU President
FILE PHOTO BY MIKE GESARIO

JMU head coach Alex Wood left the Dukes Monday to take a position with the
Minnesota Vikings. Wood was 23-22 at JMU.
Wood visited the Vikings' Winter Park
facility March 5 and was the leading candidate to fill a yoid on the coaching staff. He
had spent time at the Vikings training
camp in Maankato, Minn, during each of
the past two summers, as part of the
league's minority coaching program.

Graduate Assistant
JM
Coach
M (Linebackers/
Receivers) at Iowa
University in first
coaching job W

s
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mmamm

'78

Running Back
Coach at
University of
Miami

'89-92

Wood, with no NFL experience,
replaces the newly re-hired Ray Sherman,
who moved to offensive coordinator last
week. Sherman took over for Chip Myers,
who died of a heart attack Feb. 22. Myers
was promoted to QB coach to fill the
vacancy created by Brian Billick's January

Offensive
r fl Coordinator/
m Quarterbacks
Coadi at Wake
Forest University

'93-'94

So after nine collegiate stops in 21 seasons, Alex Wood is going to the ranks of
the NFL.
"The thing I'll miss most about Alex
Wood is that he really got involved at
practice on the offensive end," Bacote said.
Running backs coach Bob Crocker
said, "I'm going to miss working with
him on a daily basis. There were a lot of
long days on the field, and I got to know
him pretty good."

Alex Wood
hired at
JMU

Jan. 23,
•95

First win for
Wood vs.
Morgan State,
76-7

Sept. 2,
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Failing to meet
Matthews
the expectations named coach
'Despite success in his first two seasons,
Wood never seemed quite comfortable,'
Right now, one thing is for
sure. Alex Wood will be coaching a football team clad in purple next season. However,
instead of attempting to mastermind a John DeFilippo drive
down Bridgeforth Stadium, he
will be instructing All-Pro Randall Cunnnigham of the NFL's
Minnesota Vikings as their new
quarterbacks coach.
With all apologies to DeFilippo, not really a bad switch.
When Wood announced
that he was leaving a week ago,
it wasn't much of a surprise.
There were rumors that
Wood had flirted with accepting a post with the Vikings
before last season, and
apparently when Wood's
friend and Vikings head
coach Denny Green came
calling again, it was an offer
that he couldn't refuse.
And who can really
blame him? After the last
two rough seasons in Harrisonburg, a Minnesota winter
probably sounds just fine to
Wood.
Upon taking over a program that former JMU coach
Rip Scherer had built into a IAA force, making the playoffs
two times in four seasons and
compiling a 29-19 record, the
program has sunk to an all
time low with last year's 3-8
record tying for the worst regular season mark in JMU history.
By leaving just 10 days
before the start of spring practice, Wood threw another
wrench in the program that has
steadily declined every year he
was pacing the sidelines.
It didn't appear that it
would be this way in 1995
when Wood was first hired.
The Dukes went 8-4 and lost
by a touchdown to Appalachian State in the playoffs. The
Dukes had a successful '96
campaign as well, going 7-4

before declining in 1997 and
having the bottom fall out last
year.
Despite success in his first
two seasons, Wood never quite
seemed comfortable in his position as head coach, a job he
held for the first time at JMU. A
soft spoken man who attempted to answer every question
with one word if possible,
Wood was not known for his
locker room hell raising
speeches.
"Before a game, my high
school coach would make me
want to run through walls," a
former JMU player told me.

"With coach Wood, it wasn't
like that."
If Wood didn't let his emotions boil over out of his
mouth, there is no question
the losing of the past two seasons took its toll on the 44year-old coach.
The image of Wood sitting
slumped over at the end of an
empty Massachusetts airport
hallway after a close loss to the
eventual national champions,
his head cradled in his hands
while he talked with his wife, is
a fitting portrait for Wood's 2423 career mark at JMU.
Wood was haunted by player defections, and throughout
his four seasons there were
rumblings that players were
unhappy with the coach.
Granted, that will happen at
any school, on any team, under
any coach, but the bottom line
is Wood couldn't replenish the
NFL-quality talent of players

W_
Loss to
Applachian State,
Coached Macey
31-24, in only
M Brooks & Ed
NCAA playoff
Perry, both drafted
appearance under
m Coach Wood mm by NFL teams

Nov. 25,
'95

'96

such as Ed Perry, Jay Jones and
Macey Brooks who committed
to JMU under Scherer and put
JMU in the playoffs.
It was apparent that football
knowledge was not a problem
for Wood. He could put together an offensive drive with the
best of them, and the Dukes
consistently ranked high in the
Atlantic 10's offensive categories. However, the ability
which he handled personnel
decisions did not seem to be
Wood's forte.
The most glaring example
occured just weeks ago when
three-year starting quarterback
Greg Maddox quit the team
rather then accept a move to
wide receiver.
As even Maddox said,
benching the fifth-year
senior would have been fine,
but moving him to wide
receiver in an underhanded
way to take his scholarship
was not the proper way to
handle the situation. Maddox,
who was recruited by Wood
said it best at the time. "That's
just coach Wood."
With Wood now in the NFL,
one wonders exactjy how that
managerial style will play in
the pros.
Dukes fans are hoping that
the lightning-quick rehiring of
Mickey Matthews to replace
Wood will bring about some
kind of turn around in a team
with enough talent to compete
in the Atlantic 10.
Lost in the rapid reshuffling
is the fact that all of Wood's staff
has also been asked to leave.
About as quickly as he was
hired, Matthews will need to formulate a staff and get the Dukes
on track for spring practice.
Seth Burton is a senior SMAD
major who's counting down his
days at the Breeze until he becomes
a bum in the Bahamas.

JMU ties the
worst record in
school history
with a
3-8 record

'98

MATTHEWS, from page 1
it's critical that we get someone
calls from some of the top pro- in here quickly," Rose said on
grams in the nation.
Thursday before the announce"We have gotten faxes from ment.
Hawaii and from any other state
Fortunately the search lasted
that you can name," President only five days, which should
Linwood Rose said. "There is no allow the team to stay on track. If
question on whether the word needed, spring practice could be
got out."
pushed back a week.
The five-man search commitMatthews was also a canditee, headed by Rose, included date in the previous search that
Martin, Associate Executive Ath- hired Coach Wood.
letic Director Brad Babcock,
"This is a job that he
Assistant ________ ■__«____—_—. (Matthews)
to
the ((
has had in
president
We have gotten faxes his mind for
a number of
years," Rose
Poigiase/rom Hawaii and from
and Vicesaid. "He
president any other state that you was a finalist the last
time we did
Finance can name. There is no
Charles
,
,
,
this four
King.
years ago."
Faced
Throughwith a
out the tranpool of
sition the
qualified
Linwood Rose players
candiJMU President have
dates, the
remained
search committee finally chose on schedule to begin spring
the one who had consistent sucpractice on March 27.
cess with several top-notch foot"The players really haven't
ball programs.
missed a beat," said assistant
"Mickey's struck everyone as strength coach Matt Link. "We
a veiy good motivator, he's got a had two weeks planned for liftgreat track record and has been ing and conditioning, and that's
tremendously successful at our what we're sticking with."
level," Martin said.
After a dismal 3-8 season in
Last year at Georgia
1998 the JMU football program
Matthews worked with Jim Don- welcomes the opportunity to
nan in leading the Bulldogs to a
rebuild. After Martin announced
9-3 record and a Peach Bowl vicMatthew's appointment on Fritory over the University of Vir- day afternoon, the team left feelginia. Previously, as Marshall
ing good.
University's defensive coordina"I think it gives us a fresh
tor he developed the Thundering start," said junior quarterback
Herd's defense into the nation's John DeFilippo. "We need
leader in total defense and a something to boost us right now
force to be reckoned with in the and this may be the best thing
Southern Conference.
for everybody."
There was a sense of immediMatthews flew in on Sunday
acy in finding a replacement and more specific details on the
with spring practice approach- new football staff will be preing and the opener against Vir- sented at his press conference
ginia Tech drawing near.
this morning at 11:00.
"We need enough time to
Last season, the Dukes finconsider all strong applicants for ished 3-8, tying the dubious
the position, but at the same time record for its worst season in
with spring practice coming up, school history.

question on whether the
word got out.

Wood leaves the
Baylor
Amid controversy, JMU Dukes to be
University
starting QB Greg
QB coach for the f A defensive
Maddox leaves the Minnesota Vikings
coordinator,
team after Wood
JMU forms 5-man Jj Mickey
attempts to move
search committee to
Matthews, hired
find new coach.
him to WR

Feb.
-99

March
15, '99

March
'22/99
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HOLOCAUST REMEMBRANCE DAY
Tuesday, March 23rd

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.

10 am - 7 pm
10 am -5 pm
6:30 pm
7 pm

Thanes to yon, an sorts of everyday products are being made from material*
you've recycled. But to Keep recycling wonting for the future, you need to look
for these products and buy tbem. For a free brochure, call l-800-CALL"EDF
ENVIRONMENTAL "
DEFENSE
FUND

Readings and Activities on the Commons
Displays in the PC Ballroom
Candlelight Vigil on the Commons
Charlene Schiff, Holocaust survivor
Wilson Hall Auditorium
. .„
* All events are
free & open to
Questions call Elynn at 568-7154
the public

www.gvbookfair.com
Rand McNally

Classic World Atlas

CLASSIC
Featuring a wide selection of literature,

(hardcover retail $24.95)

Our Price $8.00

history, children's books, nature, selfhelp, cooking, reference, computer

..

books, travel, women's studies,

r^-.p oft

religion,

KGRS10NS

business,

fiction, audio books
and more.

Get

Q competitive edge
in the Job Market...
Summer Camp
Employment Opportunities

Now hiring summer camp stall:
counselors, program, adventure,
kitchen, maintenance, and more!
Program includes 30+ activities:
waterfront, ropes course,
horseback riding, drama, hiking,
music, sports, adventure trips,
canoeing, arts & crafts, natureMeet people from around the
world—increase your leadership
skills needed to succeed in t IKcorporate ladder
1-800-729-9230 540-896-7600
FAX 540-896-5455
email: camphorizo@aol.com
www.camphorizonsva.com

Dave Nealson - Director

Camp Horizons
3586 Horizons Way
Harrisonburg, VA. 22802

Only $15.00 set
(quantities limited, arrive early lor best selection)

Computer Books
from Que, Sams & more!

Located 10 minules from JMU, between Harrisonburg &
Staunlon, VA. Take 1-81 soulh lo exit 240; turn east on
Rd. 682 & watch for the signs, (all for free brochure.

-Ttefrfete
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Lacrosse begins home season
Dukes open 1999 home schedule against Monarchs on Wednesday
y IKE
IKE COPPS

contributing writer
jfl con/i
Rarely does a team who was
ranked sixth in the nation expect
to finish higher the following
year. The Dukes' women's
lacrosse team is one of those
teams. And they are that good.
Coach Jennifer Ulehla's
squad returns nine starters,
including four All-Americans.
Ulehla has been at JMU for four
years and taken three teams to
the NCAA tournament. Despite
that impressive track record and
solid teams in the past, she
insists this team is different.
"This is the best skilled and
most cohesive squad I've
coached here," Ulehla said.
"Every single player contributes and brings lots of talent
to the team."
Senior Megan Riley anchors

the offense yet again. Riley is a
two-time Ail-American and a
candidate for national Player of
the Year. Her stats last year were
quite impressive. Her 47 goals
and 35 assists placed her among
the league's leaders.
"I just go out there and play,"
Riley said.
Riley is joined in the attack by
fellow U.S. Developmental
squad "member Julie Weiss, a
junior who was third on the
team in assists and points last
season. Also back for this year
are senior Jamie Pleyo and
sophomores Mindy Leher and
Michelle Zuffluh.
The Dukes' midfield will
miss Aimee Vaughn, an AilAmerican who graduated last
year. The good news is that five
starters return. Senior captain
Jenn Ball and juniors Jess Marion, Amy Brew, Alivian Coates

and Julie Martinez will try to
continue last season's success.
Marion, Brew and Martinez
were 1998 Ail-American selections. Martinez was second on
the team last year with 47 goals

us to push each other harder."
Three players who haven't
been playing with these midfielders for three years are freshmen Katie Collier, Kristen Dinisio and Melody Johnson.

and 20 assists. Brew and Marion
join their teammates on the U.S
Developmental squad.
"The fact that we've been
playing together for three years
makes this team different," Brew
said. "We're all very comfortable
with one another, which enables

MICHELE JOHNSTONtoflior artist

"They're making an immediate contribution to this
team," Ulehla said. "They're all
good players."
The defense has also suffered
a loss with the absence of graduate Lindsay Manning. However,

On the comeback trail
Julie Martinez
tries to rebound
from torn ACL

i

AGDASALAZAR
[contributing writer

During the 1998 women's lacrosse season, then-sophomore Julie Martinez finished the regular season with 17 goals on
24 free-position attempts. The Dukes were
ranked among the nation's powerhouses
and were headed for a trip to the NCAA
tournament.
Martinez, however, was sidelined during the team's NCAA tournament play
with a torn anterior cruciate ligament suffered during practice.
"Last year, Julie had a great year and
she's a phenomenal player," head coach
Jennifer Ulehla said. "She's never been
hurt before. So she had to find the strength
to fight back from that. She's done a great
job as a leader."
A two-sport star, Martinez was forced
to sit out the field hockey season in the fall,
but she is making her comeback with the
women's lacrosse team this season determined to be an impact on the team.
"Last year I was definitely a quick
player," Martinez said. "1 was faster, I
was an athlete that other players had to
worry about in the midfield and 1 had
great skills."
Ulehla said, "She was an incredibly
explosive player but right now, she's just
hesitating within herself. She always
played with sheer determination."
This year Martinez, who was named to
the All-CAA second team, Brine/WLCA
ALL-American second team and was a
member of the Brine/WLCA All-South
Region team, has taken on a new role on
the field while she is recovering.

senior Meghan Branning is back
after red-shirting last year with
an ankle injury. She joins senior
Lisa Banbury and junior Jennifer
Valore, both two-year starters.
Sophomore Jennifer Corradini
takes over in goal. Though this is
her first year starting, she did
play in nine games last season.
JMU has already faced two
national powerhouses. On March
2, they defeated the Univesity
North Carolina and 12 days later
lost to Perm State Univesity.
."We have the second hardest,
schedule in the nation," Ulehla
said. "It's kind of hard to overlook teams and look forward to
the bigger games when every single team we're playing is good."
"We're definitely expecting
to go to the finals this year and
bring home a win. As for now,
we just have to take it one game
at a time."

Marion
steps up
for JMU
1

IKE COPPS
contributing writer

Last season, Jess Marion was named a
second team Ail-American. This year, as a
junior, she returns as a preseason AllAmerican expected to do great things for
the JMU lacrosse team.
"All the honors are a plus, but I'm not
expecting any of them" Marion said.
That is exactly the humble attitude that
the junior midfielder brings to the '99
women's lacrosse team.
"She is a tremendous talent," JMU
head coach Jen Ulehla said. "She is strong,
fast, quick and determined. She is, by far,
one of the best athletes in the nation. She
can change a game in a heartbeat. The
problem is, she doesn't quite know it."
Marion said she is just a team player
looking to win each and every game.
"I'll" take credit when it's given to me,
but I'll also make sure everyone else
involved gets credit as well," Marion said.
Ulehla was extremely impressed by the
way Marion played in the first two games
of this season against the University of
North Carolina and Penn State University.
So far her year is looking like it will surpass last year's performance of 15 goals
and six assists.
This might be due to the fact that she
PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS MEDIA RELATIONS has had to step it up to fill graduate Aimee
Vaughan's shoes.
JMU junior midfielder Julie Martinez tied for the team lead in goals, game-winning
"Aimee has had a big influence on me,"
goals and free position goals last season. She was second in assists.
Marion said. Marions cites this influence
"In terms of this year," Martinez said. top priority, her perspective on her role not only on their lacrosse teamwork, but
"I've definitely stepped up into more of a and the game has altered only in what the also to their work on the soccer field.
Marion and Vaughn were members of
leadership role, coming out everyday and game means to her.
being a positive motivator."
see MARTINEZ page 33
see MARION page 33
Although she says that playing is still
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CAMPUS CONNECTION
$750 CAMPUS
CASH BACK!
TOTAL
SAVINGS
$1750!
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$1000 CUSTOMER
CASH BACK!!!

WHEN YOU BUY OR LEASE
f fW-v ANY NEW NISSAN SENTRA GXE

GXE MODEL INCLUDES:
am/fm CD, 14" Alloy wheels,
Remote keyless entry,
Tachometer, Sporty Seats,
Floor Mats & Limited Edition

City of Harrisonburg
The City with the Planned Future!
SUMMER RECREATION POSITIONS
Pony League Baseball Commissioner (98
Serves ages 13-15. Required to work 15-20 evening hoirl
have good baseball background and ability to work eft
public. Duties include general supervision, scorekeeping,
dispute resolution. $7.32 hourly. Position begins at the

yeek. Must
' ly with the
mcing, and
of March.

Youth Baseball and Softball Umpires (9;
Must have good baseball and softball knowledge anl
Farm League
Little League and Softball $10.00 per game
Pony League
$13.00 plate/$ 12.00 bases
Senior Babe Ruth League $ 16.00 plate/$ 13.00 bases
$25.00 plate/$20.00 bases
Application Deadline for 98-042 and 98-043: March 12,1999
Lifeguards and Instructors (98-044)
Needed fopsirmnier months. Lifeguards expected to work 30-35 hours per week,
$6.64 hourly^qgjnstructors will work 35-40 hours per week, $6.97 hourly.

THIS OFFER GOOD EVEN
IF YOU USE A CO-SIGNER
BUT HURRY- YOU MUST
TAKE DEUVERY BEFORE
MARCH 31ST
•$750 CAMPUS CASH TO ANY COLLEGE STUDENT (ENROLLED IN 6 CREDIT HOURS OR
MORE] WHO BUYS OR LEASES A NEW SENTRA
THRU NMAC WITH APPROVED CREDTT BEFORE
3/31/99. ADDITIONAL S1000 CASH BACK ON
SENTRA TAXES, TAGS,
A $119 PROCESSING FEE EXTRA

./

>•

lication Deadline for 98-044: March 29,1999
In order to be considered for these positions, you must submit a City of Harrisonburg Application
Form. Application forms may be obtained at the VA Employment Commission office located behind
Valley Mall or at the City Manager's Office, Municipal Building, 345 S. Main Street. Application
forms may also be downloaded from our web site
www.ci.harrisonburg.va.us
Submit applications to:
Human Resources Director

2275 E. Market St.
Overlooking Valley Mall
1-540-564-1111 or 1-800-763-7631 or
visit us on the web at www.nissan.com

City of Harrisonburg, Virginia
345 South Main St.

Harrisonburg, VA 22801
An Equal Opportunity Employer

*

Now Building and Selling Brand New
Town homes for Fall 1999!
• 4 bedrooms and 2.5 baths
• Eat-in kitchen w/ microwave
• Living room & den
»Approx. 1500 3q. Ft. of living space
» Patio or deck w/ storage sned
►JMU Ethernet connection, phone and cable
in each bedroom

www.pheasantrun.net
gr (540)801-0660
1-877-266-PRUN

1

Adjacent to Purcell Park and
jogging trails, basketball, tennis,
volleyball and picnic area
' Only 1 mile from JMU
• Full Size Washers and Dryers

Office Hours
Wed.-Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sun. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
And also By Appointment

r
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Remaining
JMU 1999

lacrosse

schedule
MARCH
24 Old Dominion*
27 Delaware
30 William & Mary*

3:30
1:00
.3:00

APRIL
2 at George Mason
3:00
3 at Maryland
4:00
7 Virginia
7.-00
9 Richmond*
7:00
13 American*
4:00
16-18 CAA championships at
Richmond.
21 Towson
7:00
24 at Georgetown
2:00

MAY
5 NCAA first round
8 NCAA quarterfinals
14 NCAA semifinals
16 NCAA finals
* denotes CAA game
home games in bold
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Martinez looks to bounce back

MARTINEZ, from page 31

"On the field I'm still seeing
a lot of playing time but in
terms of my quickness, it's not
like I can go out there and take
it for granted," Martinez said.
"Last year I took my speed for
granted and I took my athletic
ability for granted."
Assistant coach Tami Riley
said, "The biggest part about
having that kind of an injury is
the motivation and relying on
yourself. Unlike other injuries, in
two weeks, you're just getting
off the crutches."
As challenging as rehabilitation is from any injury, for Martinez, whose passion for .he
game lies in the competitiveness
and abilities for game, the mental blocks were harder to overcome than the physical demands
of training.
"Physically it wasn't as hard
as it was mentally/'Martinez
said. "And I think a lot of athletes go through this. Once I
knew it was my ACL, I knew I
was going to have to red-shirt
field hockey."
Being on the sidelines also
gave Martinez a coach's view of
the game and a new attitude of
playing the game.
"I'd never been forced to be
on the sidelines, never forced to
watch," Martinez said. "It gave

FILE PHOTO BY DYLAN HOI ( III Kl I
Senior Amy Brew and the Dukes host Old Dominion University in JMU's first home game of the
season Wednesday. The game begins at 3:30 p.m.
me a whole new perspective on sidelines taught her to look at came," Kilmartin said.

the game and it taught me a lot
about myself and my own character and I think it made me a lot
mentally tougher."
She says watching from the

NCAA

^MARION, from page 31

IjMU's 1996 and 1998 NCAA
[Tournament teams. Although
[she missed the 1997 season due
I to knee injury, Marion is able to
[use her soccer skills on the
I lacrosse field.
"I think I work well in the
•soccer and lacrosse environIment," Marion said. "It's very
Iteam oriented, with each memIber having to contribute to
|achieve a win."
This unselfishness has helped
Iher gain national recognition
land a spot on the U.S Develop|mental Squad.
"This is the first year they've
|done this in a few years," Marian said. "Unfortunately, I
|missed a couple of the practices
iue to soccer."
"If possible, this is something
I would love to do when I get
out of college. This is just a way
af preparing me for the kind ofjcompetition I'm going to have to
pee," Marion said.
If she keeps up her current
pace, she should have no problem making the team.
However, that's still a ways
town the road.
The only thing on Marion's
FILE PHOTO BY DYLAN BOUCHERLE
lind right now is helping the
JMU
junior
Jess
Marion
led
the
Dukes
in draw controls in both
Jukes' team win a national
1997 and 1998. She scored 15 goals last year.
championship.

the game through a coach's
For now, aside from learning
point of view and looking at to play with an injury, Martinez
things that were making the is focusing on the team's return
team successful.
to the CAA championship and
Martinez draws strength and the NCAA tournament.
confidence in her ability to fully
"I think this year's team is
return to the game this season phenomenal," she said. "We
from teammates Jess Marion, have a passion for the game. We
who also suffered a torn ACL have a love for each other and 1
during the 1997 soccer season think that is really going to carry
and sophomore Mindy Leher us. We know that we're the
who also tore her ACL several hunted right now. We're not
weeks before Martinez suffered accepting losses anymore
her own injury.
because we work to win the big
"Mindy was going through games. I've been working hard,
the same thing I was and that week in and week out with our
was motivation because we actu- strength conditioning coach so
ally worked together both emo- that's going to be a chance to get
tionally and physically," Mar- my speed back slowly but surely
tinez said.
and hopefully within a few
For Martinez, the start of the weeks I'll be back at full speed."
new season brought with it
On the field, Martinez is still
expecta- ___^__„^__
_^^^^^___^^__ confident
tions in
«... .
in
her
goals that
inis injury hasn t
ability to
SI If set
Si f for
ft lr
she
forcefully
herself gotten the best of me by defend
and
in
yy
her post.
finding any means.
She
ways to
warns
be there
Julie Martinez opposing
for the
JMU lacrosse player teams
team.
that they
"I feel like I came in in Janu- shouldn't be fooled into thinking
ary with the attitude that I knew that her injury has slowed her
I wasn't going to be exactly down to a point where they can
where I was when I finished last go easy on her.
season. It was a growing and
"I think the minute that any
learning process in that I came in team thinks they can relax on
everyday and saw myself me I think I can rum it on," Marimproving."
tinez said. "This injury hasn't
Off the field, Martinez's gotten the best of me by any
leadership abilities served to means. If someone takes a look
help incoming freshman Beth at me and sees a big, bulky knee
Kilmartin adapt to a new col- brace and thinks they can have
an easy go at me, they are
lege environment.
"Julie was wonderful, she wrong. As a team, we're a powmade the transition a lot easier erful force and we control our
for us freshmen when we own destiny right now."
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HELP WANTED

%mSA YSUR JHW

Apply in person.
Exit 243 off 1-81121 Pleasant Valley Rd.
Positions Available:
Cooks
Servers
Dishwashers
Hostess
'Night Maintenance

Tues.-Thurs.12-8
Fri. - Sat. 12-10
Otd Country Store

574-3099

EVERYONE
HAS AN OPINION

Painted Ladj
Tattoos & Piercing

Just a couple doors down from Luigi's

- Bus Routes 3 & 4

DOUBLE HAPPINESS
Chinese Restaurant • Lunch, Dinner, Carryout
3140 South Main St., Harrisonburg VA 22801

What's YOURS?

540-433-0560

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR CAN BE
DROPPED OFF AT THE BREEZE

COMBINATION PLATTEEi

vpfacetd
* for music in
tt\\s galaxy!

CASH FOR YOUR MUSIC!
IQOQ's OF QUALITY USED
0>'s:$8Qftt£$S!
IRTBffm
YOU BUY!

All Day Sunday Buffet

<S 7
VOTED

CDS-LPS-NWtL
fTB«B00KS

(Served with Egg Roll and Fried or Steamed Rice)
Please Order by Number.
1. Chow Mein (Shrimp, Chicken, Beef or Pork) 4.95
4.95
2. Beef with Broccoli
4.95
3. Green Pepper Steak
5.25
4. Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
5.25
5. Moo Goo Gai Pan
6.25
6. Sweet and Sour Pork or Chicken
6.25
7. Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
5.95
8. Beef with Mixed Vegetables
5.95
9. Chicken with Mixed Vegetables
5.95
* 10. Kung Pao Chicken
6.25
11. Shrimp with Broccoli
6.25
*12. General Tao's Chicken
5.95
*13. Hunan Beef
5.95
♦14. Szechuan Beef

BEST RECORD
STORE

■ IN CVILLE& RICHMOND!

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
••

order online!!! www.plen9mu8ic.com

Lunch Buffet

Friday and Saturday
Night Buffet 4:30 p.m. -9 p.m.
Closing Time: 11 p.m

Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Mon.-Sat 11 a.m.-10p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

* Dishes are spicy
Note: MSG, Salt or Oil may be omitted upon
request. Please request mild, hot or regular
on spicy dishes.
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Diamond Dukes regain winning ways
No-hitter by freshman Wynegar highlights JMU's recent turnaround
YAN MURRAY
staff writer
Sunny days are here again for
the Diamond Dukes as they
have put together a four-game
winning streak heading into conference play next week.
Over the past two weeks, the
JMU baseball team has played a
bit inconsistently, but seem to be
hitting their stride just in time
for the conference season. During those weeks, the Dukes have
had some stellar performances,
while struggling at times.
The past four games included
a pair of wins over Indiana University-Purdue University at
Indianapolis (IUPUI), a victory
over in-state rival Virginia Tech
and another triumph against
George Washington University,
and the Dukes look as if they are
beginning to come together.
"We are starting to gel and if
we keep playing like we have
been, we are going to be a real
contender in the conference,"
sophomore first baseman Tony
Moore said.
While the Dukes have been
playing excellent ball as of late,
they did take their lumps earlier
in the season, losing two games
to Georgia Southern, a pair to

Wright State, and one game to
IUPUI after sweeping a threegame set from Army. During
that five-game skid, the Dukes
were outscored 43-23.
"The loss to IUPUI was a
wake-up call," head coach Joe
"Spanky" McFarland said. "It
showed the guys that we can get
beat by anybody if we are not
mentally prepared to play."
The four-game winning
streak gives the Diamond
Dukes good reason to get excited. During that stretch, the
Dukes have improved their
play from the beginning of the
year and even made a little history along the way.
On March 17, freshman
pitcher Adam Wynegar caught
some luck of the Irish in the second game of a doubleheader
against IUPUI. In that game,
Wynegar pitched the first no-hitter for JMU in a decade while
tying Dennis Mead's 24-year-old
school record for strikeouts in a
game with 16 K's over seven
innings. The last pitcher to pitch
a no-hitter for JMU was Brian
Kimmel in 1989. Wynegar led
the Dukes to a 16-0 victory.
The no-hitter by Wynegar
began the Dukes four-game winning streak. Fellow freshman

pitcher Thorn Ott was on the
mound for the Dukes the next
day against IUPUI. In that
game, Ott fanned 15 batters
over eight innings of play. The
Dukes were once again victorious by a score of 9-0.
Over the past two weeks, the
Dukes have had many players
step up and contribute to their
cause. Sophomore Greg Miller
has quietly put together a 16game hitting streak while senior
hurler Ryan New has come in
relief to help the Dukes win
some ballgames.
"We're real confident going
into CAA play," New said.
"Virginia Tech and George
Washington are like CAA competition, which shows we can
play with anybody."
McFarland added, "We are
gaining confidence and showing some good signs. When we
come ready to play, we can
beat anybody."
One of the keys to the Dukes
recent success is the fact that
some important players, such as
senior outfielder and catcher
Kevin Razler, have returned
from the disabled list.
KATIE YllLSOfi/seniorphotographer

see DUKES page 39

Freshman Thorn Ott struck out 15 batters against IUPUI last
week to help the Dukes get back on the winning track.

Wrestlers win 1st ever CAA title
JMU sends record four Dukes to NCAA Championship Tournament

N

IKE GESARIO
assistant sports editor

The Dukes captured their
first ever CAA title on Saturday
March 13. JMU tallied a school
record 89.5 points to edge out
George Mason University who
compiled 80.5 points. JMU
placed in the top three in nine of
the 10 weight classes to clinch
the victory.
"I'm happy for our kids,"
said Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer, who
was voted CAA Coach of the
Year, said. "I thought we wrestled an exceptional tournament.
I'm glad we won the tournament, because we deserved to
win it the way we wrestled. It
was a very good day."
JMU assistant coach Doug
Detrick said, "We just wrestled
today. Every single match, we
were out there for seven minutes
in the guy's face, and that's what
we wanted. It was excellent."
Juniors Dave Vollmer (133
pounds) and Mike Coyle (141 pounds) and sophomore Kris
Bishop (165 pounds) each
claimed individual championships at the meet.
Coyle and Bishop, both trans-

ROBERT NATT/.uaff photographer

Mike Coyle (on top) smothers his opponent in a match from earlier this season. Coyle, a 141pounder, won his weight class at the CAA Tournament, and earned a berth in the NCAA Tournament.

fers in their first season at JMU,
were number one seeds and had
a relatively easy time compiling
a 2-0 record in the tournament,
......

Coyle defeated the fourth-seeded Chris Blair of Old Dominion
University by injury default and
the third-seeded Ryan Barden of

GMU via pinfall. Bishop scored
a pin over fourth-seeded Nate
Becker of GMU and defeated
ODU's George Sable, the third

seed, 7-2 to win the 165-pound
weight class.
Vollmer had a more difficult
route to the championship.
Vollmer was the CAA Champion at 126 pounds last year, but
missed part of the 1998-99 season because of illness. He
entered the tournament as the
number two seed at 133 pounds.
Vollmer edged the third-seeded
Jason Hodge of Campbell University 5-1 to earn a birth in the
finals against top-seeded Sean
Shea of GMU.
Shea led Vollmer 4-2 after the
first period and held a 5-2 lead in
the second when Vollmer
reversed Shea and scored a surprising pin at the 4:27 mark. The
JMU team went into a frenzy
since the victory brought the
team one step closer to the title.
"I thought there were some
great final matches," Bowyer
said. "Thirty-three was certainly
an exciting bout. 1 think I
increased my vertical jump to 60
inches [when Vollmer won]."
JMU freshman Jonathan
Huesdash (125 pounds), junior
Elliot Williams (197 pounds) andsee WRESTLERS page 39
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DRUM SALE!
25-50% OFF
ALL DRUMS IN STOCK!
A Touch of
the ^Earxh
168 South Main St.

4321894

Ik

Open Book Used Books
At the corner of South Ave A Main (by 7-11)
Used software, classics, novels,
sci-fi, mysteries, best-sellers, books on tape

Bring Coupon - Save 10% (cash sales > $10)
OPEN MON SAT 10-6
433-7766
http://home1 .gte.net/openbook

Open 7 Days A Week

f EmergTCere

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)

432-9996
If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep-Throat • In-house STD Testing
Lacerations
No Appointment Necessary
Mon. - Fri.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m
/ Sat.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m
Sun.
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
with X-ray & lab on premises

EMERGICARE
Where Patients are Sending Their Friends

All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

Jackets, Rugby's, Fleeces, Polo's - $5 & up.
T-Shirts and Caps - $ I & up.
Turtlenecks, Sweats, etc. - $3 & up.

UNIVERSITY PLAZA, UNIVERSITY BLVD.
THUR. & FRI. 9:00 ■ 5:00, SAT. 9:00 ■ 1:00
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Men's tennis dominates Howard
Dukes drop only one match en route to overwhelming 6-1 victory Saturday
OTDBUCK
•ontributing writer
The men's tennis team dropped only
one match on Saturday en route to their 61 victory over Howard University. "We
expected to win and we won," JMU
coach Steve Second said. The Dukes were
happy with their showing in the meet.
"Howard is a solid team, but they're
not that strong," junior Gert Utecht said.
Utecht won his singles match 6-1,6-2 and
won his doubles match with a score of 81. "Our tendencies were better today than
in the past couple meets, we took advantage of what they gave us and played
pretty well. This was good building
towards some of the tough meets we have
coming up."
Secord said, "We did well today.
Recently we've had problems with getting up in matches and wandering mentally. We took advantage of our opputunities today." JMU owned Howard in
almost every match, and beat them quite
soundly.
Howard coach Larry Strickland was
not very upset about his team's showing
on Saturday. "We have a lot of freshmen
in our lineup. We were going downhill
for a while, but now we're starting to get
our confidence back. We need to work on
moving from the front court to the net."
Junior Tim Brown, happy with the
solid turnout by JMU fans, said, "It was

nice to have a lot of people come out
today. Sometimes it's tough to get
pumped up for teams that aren't that
strong. As a team, we started to step it up
after a couple of disappointing losses over
spring break. Individually, everyone on
the team is strong and if we play our
game, we should win." Brown teamed
with senior Brian Nelson to win his doubles match Saturday 8-0, and his singles
match 6-1,6-4.
"We were up for singles today. We're
looking for consistency," Secord said.
"We had that today. We have to stay up
mentally and emotionally to keep the
momentum, which is very important to
winning."
Secord pointed out Nelson as having a
good day on Saturday.
"He got up and played real well," Secord said of Nelson, who crushed his
opponent, 6-0,6-0. "If you can beat someone that bad, then do it"
JMU has a meet against Radford coming up. "That's the next big one," Secord
said, "They're decent. It should be a good
test, and it's a big match conferencewise." Radford is in the same conference
as JMU, so this meet will have implications for post-season seedings.
The Dukes looked very good in their
meet on Saturday. They struggled a little
bit over spring break, but they have put
that behind them and are looking strong
as their season moves along.

ROBERT NATTIsiaff photographer

Luis Rosado and the Dukes defeated Howard University 6-1 on Saturday. JMU
takes on the University of Richmond Tuesday.

Infected with a major case of madness
March Madness. It's the most wonderful time of the year for a college basketball
fan. Even in a normal year when the higher seeds win all the games they're supposed to, it's always exciting. The kind of
thrill-a-minute, on-the-edge-of-your-seat
action all of us crave.
In my opinion, it even beats out
Christmas as the best time of year (minus
the presents, of course). In fact, it is almost
like Christmas. Everyone sits around the
TV drinking beer (instead of egg nog)
watching special programming that
comes on only once a year. Only instead
of "It's a Wonderful Life," we tune into
"Wally's World." Think about it for a
mad minute: Dicky V. is like Santa Claus
and the bracket is the the ultimate symbol
of the season (like a Christmas tree), for
what is March Madness without your
bracket? All we need now are some cool
March Madness songs to make the season
complete: "Marching through the snow
on the road to Florida, Duke is gonna win,
laughing all the way, ha ha ha ha!" Never
mind, I'll spare you.
Duke has been annointed as the champion-elect (I think the plaque is already in
the mail on its way to Durham). I'm as
sure about the Blue Devils winning it all
now as I was three weeks ago when they
became just the third team to win both the
ACC regular season title and tournament
(with the other two being Duke's 1987
and 1992 teams).
The Blue Devils opened the tournament, blowing out Florida A&M and
Tulsa by 41 points each. That's impressive. After that, I was more sure than ever
that Duke would win a third champi-

onship. Even when they "struggled" to both Purdue and Gonzaga to win their first
beat Southwest Missouri State by 17, they round games, but going to the Sweet 16?
were just THAT good. But then again, the No way. And what about that Wally
Blue Devils only beat SW Missouri by 17. Szczerbiak kid out there at Miami? It's truly
And then only beating Temple by 21 to amazing that a kid can score 71 percent of
get into the Final Four? What a letdown. his team's points and his teammates still
The Blue Devils are as good as DOA.
like him! If he weren't such a dead-on
Please. There won't be any more shooter, he'd have problems.
drama from this point forward. A team
It was a nice supplemental story line to
hasn't been this much of a lock to win the Duke thing. I'll tell you, I love Duke.
since UCLA back in the early 1970s. Duke Breathe Duke. Worship Duke. Don't need
has more tools than any other team in the to refer to Mike Krzyzewski as Coach K
country to win the whole shebang. Elton because spelling his name is as natural to
Brand will beat you inside. Trajan Lang- me as spelling "Joe." I've loved Duke
since Alaa
don
and
Abdelnaby
William Avery
was on the
will beat you
team. But
outside. Shane
the tourney
Battier will kill
could
have
you on defense.
been really,
Chris Carrawell
really borcan do it all.
ing without
How good are
— Courtney A. Crowley
some kind
these Blue Devof story line
ils? They're
that didn't
beyond words.
But because of Duke's dominance all revolve around the wrecking machine
season, it had the potential to be the most from Durham.
So even though my bracket got pretty
boring, predictable tourney in recent
memory. Thank God the underdogs roughed up, it was fun to watch the unexdecided to show they could run with the pected happen.
Filling out brackets, if you're a betting
big dogs.
So instead of focusing on the Blue Dev- man or not, is cool — until you find out
ils' near effortless run to the finish, it's been what a loser you are, that is. I always
the tournament cinderellas who took center make sure to pick some underdogs, but I
stage. This year's tournament has proven to didn't go far enough this year. How many
be the year of the underdog. Who would people out there actually expected Gonzahave thought that three no. 10 seeds — ga to come within five points of the Final
Miami (OH) Purdue and Gonzaga — Four? Be honest people. If yes, I bow
would make it to the Sweet 16? I called down to you.

From the
Cheap Seats

Now for my two biggest surprises of
the tournament: The Big Ten and Weber
State. Even though the Big Ten is a powerhouse conference, its teams never do
well in the tournament. So despite No. 4
and No. 1 seedings, Ohio State and Michigan State have been surprising.
How about Weber State? Who expected Carolina to go down like that? I actually did. Honestly. But that move on my
bracket was more the result of an intense
dislike for Carolina than it was knowing
Weber State could actually beat the Tar
Heels. So I was shocked as hell when I
could circle Weber State as the victor.
But then I've been calling Carolina's
demise all season. Granted, people have
been looking at me like I have three eyes,
but I've held steady. Now I feel vindicated enough to make a prediction. The early
exit for Carolina coupled with continued
disappointment in the tournament for
Kansas means one thing: Roy Williams
will be the next coach in Chapel Hill.
I love the fact that Dean Smith bowed
out with such precise timing that his right
hand man, Bill Gutheridge, would have to
get the job. That's a classy way to say
thank you for 30 years of excellence and
loyalty. But Gutheridge isn't going to be
there much longer. I may be crazy, but I
think Williams could be on the way within a season or two. He played there, he's a
home grown North Carolinian and was
an assistant there. In addition, he's a great
coach who could continue the tradition
Smith established there. Just a hunch.
Courtney A. Crowley is a junior SMAD
major who think's she's psychic.
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http:'M ww.aup.edu/htrnl/suminer.html

The "BIG" Deal
Any 12" MTO
for $4.49
(From 4pm-Midnight)

»99

« •

■ating our 20th anniversary in providing
fcan quality summer education.
00 accredited courses.
French Immersion
ER Art History Program
for Film. Filmmaking
GRAMS Acting
Intensive Web Design
Cultural Excursions
ERICAlf UNIVERSITY OF PARIS
Summer Programs, Box 2200
102, rue St. Dominique, 75007 Paris, France
Tel. (33/1) 40 62 06 14 Fax (33/1) 40 62 07 17
New York office: Tel. (212) 983-1414
Emaili sununer@aup.fr

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

Making it easier everyday!

Olde Mill Village
located at 11A South Ave.

(540) 432-9502 °

Still Available!
Olde Mill Village still has one full unit available, as well as spaces for individuals.
Get off campus, into the real world with a spacious, fully furnished apartment
with large closets, washer and dryer, refrigerator with ice-maker, microwave and more!

£%
*>&&
*&<&

Lease now and get
7
$50 back! or Get a Double Bed!

Professional Nail Care
for Ladies & Gentlemen
1657 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
in East Market Shopping Center
(Next to CrutcMiJd)

(540)432-1899
Appointments available
Walk-ins welcome
'
Open 7 days

Acrylic full set
Acrylic fill in

$23
$ 13

Valid with JMU ID
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climb or interstatt in • ro.ss
Only four blocks to i ampus
Energy efficient heat pumps
Mini blinds on all windows
carpeting
Paved parking spat es
Pre-wired for telephone
TelephoiH A 1 able outlets in

/ -, ■'..■ V ,

/)< iiilboh Ifi ■ \ at\

all apts
So sliding /)i
><ns
Hi //-/// parking lots ami
i\ v

('. mvenient bus sen it < to
campus and the \dlle\ I/,///
Full-time management and
maintenance
■ Basketball court
xour apartment•> Park lit
at your
hloi ks
As awa\
not blot
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nnumicatioi
I
package an hilling:
< Individual
tuts
> IMI Y, Mi 1'/"'. \> 1 c N1' 11 Etherm t ('ardi
> I m ill and Long
Distance phone service
(free voit v mail ami
call w aitingi
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check out our NEW web site at: www.oldemillvillage.com
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WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS

The Dukes' two impressive home wins this weekend come on the heels of an up
and down spnng break as they could only win one match, sandwiched between
two losses and a rainout.
The squad lost their opener over the break, falling at the College of Charleston
4-3. Fourth-seeded junior Tim Brown, fifth-seeded senior Brian Nelsen and sixthseeded freshman Gerd Utecht all were victorious in singles play,
and the doubles
y
team of Utecht and Nelsen earned a victory.
aouDies
Their next match at Coastal Carolina was rained out, and the Dukes rebounded
March 11 for a 6-1 thrashing of University of North Carolina Wilminqton in Hilton
Head
S Pi m 0re LU 8 R08ad0 and
' IMF-.T^K6
l l° t ,
'
second-seeded junior
Jamey Elliot led the way with identical
6-1, 6-3 wins as the no 1 and 2 seeds
JMU continued their southern road trip with a match at Charleston Southern the
next day. The weary squad fell 6-1 as the sixth-seeded Utecht was the onlyy Duke
to earn a win, topping Knstian Wiki, 6-2, 6-1.
The Dukes closed the road trip March 14 by falling to Davidson Colleoe 4-3
Rosado earned a victory out of the no. 1 slot, defeating Brett lalacci 6-3 6-4 '
Nelsen also earned a win at no. 3, and in doubles, the no. 2 team of' Elliot and
Utecht won 8-2, and Nelsen and sophomore Marty Pfanmuller were victorious 8-5

MEN'S GOLF
The Dukes tied for fourth place at the Pepsi International at Bradford Creek in
Greenville, N. C. Friday and Saturday with a score of 881.
Coastal Carolina blew away the competition with a two-day total of 859
Leading the Dukes was freshman Scott Polen, who shot a 2-over 218 tying him
for 13th place. Junior Faber Jamerson and senior Steve Ligi tied for next hiqhest
honors among the Dukes, both shooting a 220.
At the Golden Ocala Invitation (Miami of Ohio) in Ocala, Fla., The Dukes finished
in third place out of 17 teams, nine shots off the winner, Vanderbilt University
March 12-13.
*'
Leading the Dukes was Jamerson, who shot a two round total of 145, good for
eighth place. He was seven strokes behind the winner, Notre Dame's William Kent
Polen and junior Ben Keefer shot a 147, tying them for 16th place.
JMU won the team title at the Kingsmill/William & Mary Invitational in Williamsburg March 8. The Dukes shot a 13-over par 297 to win the 18-hole tournament,
which was shortened due to inclement weather by eight shots over UNC Wilmington.
The top individual finisher for JMU was Jamerson, who shot a 1-over 72, just one
shot off the winner, Ryan MacDonald of Rutgers. Keefer turned in a good performance by shooting a 3-over 74, tying him for fifth place.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
After a successful spring break where the team went 4-1, the Dukes came home
Thursday and fell to the CAA-power Richmond Spiders, 7-2. The loss dropped the
Dukes to 4-3, 0-2 in the CAA.
The Dukes took the no. 1 and 2 seeds in tough three sets matches. Sophomore
Sherri Puppo defeated Janelle Williams 4-6, 6-3, 7-5, and sophomore Laura
Daulton beat Elizabeth Cascarilla 6-4, 2-6, 6-3.
Over spring break, the team opened with win over Florida Atlantic 5-4 in a tournament in Boca Raton, Florida. In doubles play, Puppo and Daulton won 9-8, and
the team of freshman Elizabeth Simon and sophomore Amy Fowler won 8-2.
The next day, JMU destroyed Broward Community College 8-1. On March 11,
the Dukes dropped a match to Boston University 6-3, as Puppo earned a comefrom-behind victory over BU's no. 1 seed, 1-6, 6-3, 6-4.
JMU finished the road trip by destroying Seton Hall University, 9-0.

The Dukes performed well at the Women's Collegiate Gymnastics Championships of Virginia at Radford over the weekend, finishing third place with a
score of 190.600, just 1.650 points behind first-place College of William and
Mary.
Leading the Dukes on uneven parallel bars was senior Mara damage, who
set a school record with a score of 9.850. Junior Betsy Hernandez also turned
in a solid performance, finsihing fourth with score of 9.700.
The Dukes most impressive event was the balance beam, where senior Kate
McClintock earned first-place honors with a score of 9.725, and senior Jill Hornung tied for second with a 9.700.
On the floor exercise, sophomore Courtney Flynn led the Dukes by tying for
third place with a score of 9.850, and Hornung, and sophomores Rachael Malinoski and Ally Betar weren't far behind, placing sixth and seventh with scores
of 9.800, and 9.775, respectively.
Betar led the Dukes on the vault, finishing fifth with a score of 9.550. Junior
Ashleigh Suarez placed eighth with a score of 9.450.
For the preliminary all-around, Hernandez led the Dukes with an impressive
third place finish tallying a 37.750. Betar was the next highest JMU finisher, coming in eighth place with a score of 36.850. Hornung placed ninth with a score of
28.850.

WOMEN'S GOLF
Junior Julie Russum led young Dukes to a second place finish at the Elon
College Women's Intercollegiate Championships.
Russum shot a two-day total of 15-over 159, helping JMU, who doesn't have a
senior on the squad, to a team total of 668, just six strokes off the winner.
Charleston Southern.
Also placing high for the Dukes was sophomore Kathy Lott, who shot a 168,
including a 79 on the first day, tying her for third place.
Sophomore Corrie Tayman also finished in the top 20, shooting a 170. Sophomore Jessica Prenzlow shot a 29-over 173, placing her in 23rd place. Sophomore Maria Zappone tied for 24th with a score of 175.

MEN'S GYMNASTICS
The team earned a second-place finish at the 1999 Virginia Championships at
JMU Sunday. JMU finished with a score of 206.300, behind the winner, W & M,
which totaled 217.450.
The Dukes top finisher in the floor exercise was freshman Nick Blanton, who
scored a 9.4, good for second place. Senior Sean Tylenda was the next highest
finisher for JMU. He earned a score of 8.950.
On the pommel horse, senior Tim Bulleri topped the Dukes with a 8.75, sixth
place in the event. Bulleri also led the Dukes in the still rings with a fourth place
finish and a score of 9.2. He also was JMU's highest finisher on the parallel bars,
placing fourth with a score of 8.9. Senior Mark DeNoble was right behind him
with an 8.85.
JMU had a strong showing on the vault, as sophomore Stephen Reynolds and
senior Craig Mattoon both scored a 8.8.
Blanton finished in second place on the horizontal bar with a score of 8.85.
Sophomore Woody Miller earned a 8.55, placing him fourth.

MEN'S RUGBY
The team defeated the University of Scranton 45-19 in a regional playoff game
Saturday at Godwin Field. They advanced to the Sweet 16.

asebalPs back After taking first CAA title,
HIKES, from page 35
"We are as healthy as we
have been all year," McFarland
paid. "We are doing some of the
little things we didn't do in the
beginning of the year. We are

playing basic baseball and we
can't get away from that."
Said Moore: "We are playing
with a lot of confidence right
now and we are behind each
other 100 percent," Moore said.
i^—_ "The guys are all
feeding off of each
other and we will do
whatever it takes to
win."
The Dukes
will host Coppin St.
in a make-up game
on Wednesday and
then turn their focus
to conference play
beginning
on
Spanky McFarland Saturday.
JMU Baseball Coach

We are gaining
confidence and
showing some
ood signs.

Dukes bow out of NCAAs
WRESTLERS, from page 35
sophomore D.J. Hockman
(heavyweight) placed second in
their weight classes. The performance of Huesdash was especially vital to the Dukes' success.
Huesdash was the fifth, and
lowest seeded, wrestler at 125
pounds. He defeated GMU's
Steven Daggett, the fourth seed,
in a 9-7 overtime thriller in the
first round.
He continued to shock the
tournament field with a 6-5 win
over number one seed Willie
Harris of American University.

ODU's Paul Jimenez ended
Huesdash's run for the title with
a 7-2 victory in the finals.
JMU's win caps off a season in
which the Dukes went 8-5 in
dual meets. JMU also won the
state championships on Jan. 2223. Bowyer was named Virginia
Coach of the Year at that meet.
"It was just a tremendous
year," Bowyer said. "We were a
good tournament team. I think
we set a school record in every
single tournament we were in.
We won the states, CAAs, and
set a school record for most

NCAA qualifiers."
The Dukes success did not
carry over into the NCAA tournament this weekend.
Vollmer scored an upset 8-7
victory in the first round over
seventh-seeded Jay Vesperman
of Central Michigan University.
Vollmer lost in the second round
to lOth-seeded Roman Freszar of
Hofstra University. Ryan Eagle
of North Illinois University
defeated Vollmer in the consolation round. Williams went 1-1 in
the tournament, while Coyle and
Bishop both went 0-2.
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OUR PfiTIO IS OPEN!
Enjoy oar great t II
OUTSIDE!
I Overlooking the Valley!

221 University Blvd.

NTC Services...
Southview
The Commons
Stone Gate
Old Mill Village
Foxhill Townhomes
Pheasant Run Townhomes

SAVE

DEUys N EXT

YEAR

Early sign-up incentives for new users.
Current subscribers renew now!
Save on phone numbers, set-up fees
and summer service.

801-0221

NTC...
Provides high speed
JMU Network/Internet
access in
each bedroom.
Immediate service via
10 megabit ethernet.

is JMU's complete communication link
for off-campus living!
On-line sign-up @ http://www.ntc-com.com

NTC...
NTC gives you...
has the
best local
phone service
with great rates and
free voice mail
& call waiting

•One bill for all services, monthly
•Extremely attractive rates
•Immediate response and service
•Individual access and complete
bedroom privacy
564-2502

Ask Around About NTC!

NTC...
will be your42
channel quality
cable provider.

: l rf,v
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LIFESTYLE

Today's Birthday (March 22) You're
learning quickly this year, so tackle a tough
assignment. You have more than enough in
April, so share with a distant friend. Use
resources in May to help those in need, loo.
You're getting more all the time. You're
learning quickly in June, so teach those in
need. Express your true love in August by
making a commitment, and act on your beliefs
in November by championing a just cause. An
old friend brings new information and possibly
new treasure in December. Your friends
provide you with an excellent idea in February.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today is a
7 — Your luck should be excellent
today, and you're also very
intelligent. What you don't get
handed to you on a silver platter,
you can figure out how to get for yourself.
Start by stashing away something valuable for
your future use.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today is a
►. ^ _ 5 — Looks like you could get an
^ C^ increase in your allowance today,
1 / but not necessarily from the work
■*
you've done. Usually work is
connected with money for you, but this time,

it's more like a favor from on high. Maybe it's they haven't been thought out completely.
payback for a loan to a friend.
And that's where you come in. You're much
better at that than some of your friends, so offer
Gemini (May 21 -June 21) — Today is a your expertise where it's obviously needed.
6 — You're looking very good
today with the moon in your sign. Libra (Sept 23-OcL 23) — Today is a 7
You're charming and brilliant,
— You might be interested in
inquisitive and thought-provoking.
exploring a little further than usual
You're popular with friend and foe alike. In
today, getting out beyond your
fact, one of the latter could become one of the
comfort zone. That's OK, but do
former, almost by accident. Forgive and forget. take care. There are complications that you
can't foresee. If you are in unfamiliar
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is a territory, heed the advice of a person who's
5 — The grapevine at your work- been there before.
place should be buzzing today.
There are all sorts of rumors going Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) — Today is a
around. Which ones are the truth
5 — If you're willing 10 jump
and which arc sheer conjecture? It's hard to
through a few hoops, you might be
tell, so don't even try. Wait until you get more
able to get the money you want. On
information before passing anything along.
the other hand, it might be too
much of a bother. Depends on what you want
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 7 — to buy. If it's real estate, it could be worth the
Friendship is really beautiful, effort. If it's anything else, it's probably not.
especially today. A friend could
help you find your way out of a Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — Today
difficult situation. A misunderis a 6 — You might find yourself
standing could develop between you and
being called to prove you know
someone you care very much about.
what you're talking about. Well,
Everything you say makes it worse, but your
you wouldn't be saying it if you
friend can set it all straight. So call for help if weren't sure it was true. Would you? Hmm.
you need it.
Better check to make sure you didn't get any
erroneous information.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22) — Today is a 4
— Looks like there are lots of Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — Today
changes underway, and not all of
^-—_ is a 5 — Well, it's back to the old
them are good. Well, it's not that
(w\ drawing board. Looks like
they're bad, actually; it's just that ty/1 I paperwork is going to be part of the

job today. Whatever craft you practice,
paperwork is one of your least favorite things
to do, but there's a stack of it piled up, and
something important might be in there.
Conditions are good right now, so it ought to
be easier than usual.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today is
a 7 — A dear friend can help you
I work through a tough problem
/^0^~ " today. It's hard for you to sec when
you're getting competitive, but
your friend can point it out to you. It's not that
being competitive is the problem, it's that you
may have bitten off more than you can chew.
You're lucky, though. You just might win, if
you gel really creative.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is a
4 — You could get into an
argument today with a person
you'd just as soon avoid — a
professional arguer. No mailer
which side you take, he or she will be glad to
take the opposite stance. You've never been
big on debates, and today is no exception to
that rule. If you can avoid this person, go
ahead and do so.
-Tribune Media Services

SOAP QRERA UPDATES
All My Children
David tells Vanessa to stay away from
Erica after he blames her for his father's
death. Dimitri urges Gillian to consider
Ryan's guilt. When Vanessa hints to the
extent of Erica's injuries. Erica demands to
know the truth. Later, a distraught Erica
escapes her hospital bed and hits the road.
Adam almost blows a gasket when Jake
makes a tearful plea to Liza about being
involved in infant Colby's life and Jake is
rattled when Liza says she's changed Adam

Another World
Jake discovers Orant hit his house and he
asks Donna what's up. Cindy sees Grant
and Vicky in a romantic roll and has a
postal moment over that one. Later, Vicky
tells Grant that Cindy was the one who shot
him. Joe contemplates pumping some lead
into Grant. Learning from his PI that
Paulina sold her first bom, Giant blackmails
Joe to force him to drop the search for the
tape. Josie tells Joe about the blackmail thing.
As the World Turns
Rcid and JuRa freak out upon finding James
at David's gravesite. James forces Reid to
admit he is David. Lucinda urges James to
go on the run. Denis*pians to move out of
Big Ben's place. Margo wants a legal
separation from Tom, but later agrees to
give him a second chance. Emily's

perpetrator has other plans for her and Carly
attempts to spark Jack's passion by announcing
Brad wants to trot her down the aisle.

The Bold and the Beautiful
Sally meets Kimberiy when Macy invites
her over. They share a moment before
Macy enters the room to drop the bomb that
she and Kimberiy are sisters. Later, Macy
tells Kimberiy the family history. Kimberiy
faints, sobs and runs out. Adam/Myles is
devastated. Thome and Ridge hook up for a
bite to eat and Ridge and Taylor are hungry
at that exact time as well. Brooke reduces
Taylor to tears, stating that she's done with
ruining their marriage. Taylor thinks she's
changed. Ridge seems scorned.
Days of Our Lives
Gina tells Lili in secret that she is Princess
Gina. John fixes a romantic dinner for
Marlena at her penthouse. She likes it but
remains distracted while wondering about
his past. Taylor sobs after an angry
exchange with Nicole. Bilb'e accuses Kate
of knowing more about Franco than she's
telling. Roberto is questioned about
Franco's death but he codes out before
information is retrieved. He ends up on a
ventilator unable to speak.
General Hospital
Lila invites Jason to visit Michael. This has

a calming effect on the toddler. Jason tells
Carly she better look out for Michael.
Nikolas and Katberine christen his new
apartment. Katberine gets squeamish when
Liz visits. Laura and Stefan hit the opera
and end up running into Luke. They end
their date with a steamy kiss. Mac believes
the Q family had something ID do with thai
warehouse fire.

Guiding Light

announces he ami Blondic are a done deal.
Port Charles
Chris and Courtney chase each other in
hopes of discovering what each of them is
hiding. Both Frank and Courtney are
stunned when they hear Chris reveal he's
on to Courtney. Later. Courtney kisses
Chris to make Joe jealous. Matt and Ellen
become totally uneasy about Sebastian
wishing to move to Port Charles but before
the three can talk, Sebastian collapses.

Danny catches on to Michelle's blindness.
Danny also discovers Carmen made it look
Uke Michelle called the Feds but then
attempts to digest Michelle's confession
that she really did drop a dime of her own.
Danny sends Michelle home and ends up
making love to Drew. At the same time,
Michelle tells Meta her feelings for Danny
are getting stronger. Annie gets off when Ben
threatens to reveal the Home-A-Clone story
and Josh and Reva cave. They can't testify
against Annie to protect their clone secret.

A traumatized Francesca begs Antonio for
forgiveness but he's not biting. Francesca
tells the priestly hunk that Gabi shot her.
Bette freaks hearing Annie's role in Trey's
kidnapping, but Annie distracts Bette by
insisting Olivia shot Francesca Vargus.
Cole suspects Caitiin and Caitlin suspects
Cole. Ricardo suspects AJ and Antonio
suspects Gabi. Everyone suspects Annie.

One life to live

The Young & the Restless

Kevin maintains he was alone when the
shooting occurred but Bo suspects Kevin is
protecting someone after discovering the
lead didn't come from Graham's gun.
Kevin is jailed and Asa wants him sprung.
Bo demands that Asa back off. Ben tells Sam
he's leaving Llanview and Sam begs Ben to
stop attempting to avenge their father's
death. Dorian doesn't like it when Ben

Sharon tells Cassie about Alice. Esther tells
the cops that Katherine is missing and
shelter workers believe Katherine is a jewel
thief. Katherine hears the shelter called the
cops on her, so she hits the streets. Kay
winds up back at the shelter and a young
girl named Mac assures shelter workers that
Kay is no thief.
-Tribune Media Services

Sunset Beach
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Bid xw havs a

» wild ramj REACH YNIt HTKESS MALS
Holes In The Wall
Door and Windows* Carpentry
Home Improvement
Minor Repairs

FREE fitness assessment and exercise program provided by a nationally
certified Health Fitness Instructor, Kinesiology graduate student. In return,
volunteers will participate in an eight-week exercise project. Women and

No Job Too Small • Free Estimates

ODD JOBBERS
432-5678

Print Advertising

men, at least 18 years of age, not currently participating in a regular
ne.
exercise program (two exercise sessions per week or less) are welcome,

For more information please contact Ira J. Smith
at: smithii@imu.edu or call 568-3315.

*m
ft
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"Once upon a time..
... there was a man named Jesus." A lot of people think this
would be a fitting way to begin the New Testament. The problem
is, the gospels aren't fairy tales. They aren't even fables meant
merely to illustrate moral truth.

Because it works

THE LOOK

HAIR and TANNING SALON
(since 1990)

564-2770
498G University Blvd.
(Across from Costco)

We know that the authors intended to record accurate
history. Luke, who wrote one of the gospels said, "I have
carefully investigated everything from the beginning. . . so that
you may know the certainty of the things you have been taught."
(Luke 1:3-4)
We also know that since the authors were contemporaries of
Jesus, (and in most cases even eyewitnesses of the events), they
were able to record accurate history.

Now open until 10 p.m.

Finally, every detail about cities, places, rulers, people and
events can be cross-checked with evidence from archeology and
other ancient writings and found to be reliable.

Tanning Specials
I visit
$4.00
3 visits
$10.50
6 visits
$18.00
10 visits
$25.00
15 visits
$30.00
I month
$40.00

The authors had the intention and the ability to record what
really happened. We are utterly unable to find one instance of
these authors recording history erroneously. Perhaps you can
trust them when they say that Jesus loves you, died to pay the
penalty for your sins, and rose from the dead to prove it.

'Ot

WOLFF SUPER BEDS

Beauty Specials
Wash & Cut
$8.50
Reg. Perms
$35.00
Spiral Perms
$45.00
Hair Colors
$40.00
Highlighting
$35.00
Facial Waxing
$5.00
•Must have Couoon_

What do you believe?
Campus Crusade for Christ • Thursdays at 8:00pm • PC Ballroom
email: club-crusade@jmu.edu
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Somewhere Out There/Seth Thompson

Ask Grandpa/Bofc & not Marty Z
7

Cookies for Fat Monkeys/Jay &Joe

HEY, PAP-PAP, THE WORLD IS SUCH
A IAFSS. WHO'S RESPONSIBLE FOR
THIS SORRY STATE" of AFFAIRS?

wKoMGrWXTK SlfOWlCZf

HE^Kis WE-'S
LACTIC ll^6r FORTH AT NEW
OLimiC SPORT -SCLITAIRL

MOTHINGT.

[COMMUNISTS.
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= BLACKLIGHTPOOL!!
t-

From 8-10pm Each Night In The Corner Pocket
Try It Out For FREE This Week on a First-Come, First-Serve Basis!
Call Taylor Down Under Services at X7870 For More Info.

tfSUSB* »»
&Q.£a®ttatt@
QWSWVB148QW& .

for The Breeze '99-'00?
INFO MEETING
TONIGHT-6 p.m.
The Breeze office

Get A Jump On Fleas,
Start Monthly Flea Control

NOW!

WHEN YOU NEED
PROMPT MEDICAL
CARE...
We're located close by at 1356 South
Main Street, just two blocks south of Port
Republic Road. Just walk in anytime during
office hours to see our friendly, professional
staff - we treat you at your convenience!

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal* Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

Carilion Urgent Care • Harrisonburg
Welcomes JMU Students!
Just show your valid ID when you come in,
and no payment will be required at the time of
treatment. We'll send your medical bill directly
to your health insurance provider. (Service not
covered by your insurance will be billed to
your home address.)
No Appointment Necessary

433-VETS
(8387)
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

Convenient Hours:
Monday - Friday, 8 a.m. - 8 p.m^
Saturday, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday, Noon - 5 p.m.

Carilion Urgent Care ■ Harrisonburg
Andrew Blay, M.D. (right)
Gary Dotson, M.D. (left)
Comprehensive Services
-Prompt treatment for minor injuries or
illnesses
- Physicals for employment, school or sports
- X-ray and lab facilities on site

CXHJLION
Urgent Care
Harrisonburg

1356 South Main Street, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (540) 433-3992
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ACROSS
Speaks roughly
Metal scum
Solemn promise
Top room
Fictional
Montague
16 Galoot
17 Baler's partner?
18 Suffer with hope
19 Cover
20 Female ruler
22 _ Grande
23 Block of paper
24 Marsh growth
25 Jag the edge of
27 Feel concern
30 Pallid
32 Became
disenchanted
33 Actor Guinness
34 Stick or happy
starter?
36 "Bom in the _"
37 Raise steam
39 First wife?
40 Eyelid swellings
43 Stretch of time
44 E-mailed
46 Small land mass
47 Piercing in tone
50 Sault _ Marie
51 Clean coal
1
6
11
14
15

■
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52 Defeat by a
narrow margin
54 Ms. Bombeck
56 Fauna starter?
57 High card
58 Outer layer
62 CMI War soldier,
briefly
63 Intermediate
state
65 Missouri or Oliio
66 Right angle
67 Finish lines
68 Lacking sense
69 Compass dir.
70 Start
71 Nixon's V.P.
DOWN
1 Track event
2 Small particle
3 C©3SG

4 1903 Nobel Prize
co-winner
5 Cliff-base rock
pile
6 Don and Cliff
7 Fish eggs
8 Sharif and Epps
9 Episodic TV
show
10 Impressive in
speech
11 Chilean port

12 Narcotic
13 Joined in
marriage
21 Stitches
26 Living in the
country
27 Tender or
Pullman, e.g.
28 Bass or ginger
29 Two-sided
31 Central parts of
churches
35 Seventh Sunday
after Easter
38 City near San
Jose

42 Get the point
45 Mr. Ps last
name
47 Traps
48 Miserable
dwellings
49 Greek satiiist
53 Here-today
employees
55 Soprano Callas
59 Terrible tsar?
60 Hawaiian goose
61 Expanded
64 Hive builder

41 Wapiti
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Are you interested in doing:

mm
(g®Md€
for The Breeze in 1999-2000?
Come to an info meeting TONIGHT, 6 p.m. in The Breeze office
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City of Harrisonburg
The City with the Planned Future!
SUMMER RECREATION POSITIONS
The Harrisonburg Department of Parks and Recreatijj seeks to fill
the following summer recreation positKjWSL,^
Recreation Instructor-Baseball (98-045)

Requires good baseball background, expenence dealing; wfi
performing field maintenance. 30-40 hours per week. «

Lease your unit today
and be registered for $500
in Bookstore Gift Certificates

Recreation Instructor-Tennis (98-046)

Requires skills to teaebfo youth ages 10-18. 16 houi&#- week. JuneJ
through August from 8:00 a.m. til 12:00 noon, Mon. - Fn. $7.32 hourly
Recreation Instructor-Day Camp (98-047)

*A

Position involves planning and supervising recreational activities for children
ages 5 to 13. 40 hours per week, May - August from 8:00 a.m. til 5:00
p.m., Mon.-Fri. $7.32 hourly.

Madison Manor
3 bedroom
fully furnished
some with fireplaces

University Court
individual leases

S bedroom, 3 bath
fully furnished
AND A STUDY!

*&

College Station
huge 4 bdrm, 2 bath
fully furnished
air conditioning
garbage disposal
washer and dryer

Positions will remain open until filled.
In order to be considered for these positions, you must submit a City of Harrisonburg Application
Form Application forms may be obtained at the VA Employment Commission office located behind
Valley Mall or at the City Manager's Office. Municipal Building. 345 S. Main Street. Application
forms may also be downloaded from our web site
www.ci.harrisonburg.va.us

PENDRY &
CONSTABLE

434 - 1173

^Restrictions
may apply

Submit applications to:
Human Resources Director
City of Harrisonburg, Virginia
345 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
An Equal Opportunity Employer

fe

.-.•.«•

The Rouse Family
Arthur; Sabrina, Bobbi Lyn,
Kari Ann, and Bret.
Lived together, loved together.
Killed together.
August 20,1991
Gansevoort, NY
If you don't stop someone from driving dnink, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

The Breeze
Monday, March 22, 19#
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
3, 4, or 8 BR Units AvallabioFurmshed or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate. Inc. 5404339576.
University Place - 3 bedrooms. 2
baths, furnished, washer, dryer,
microwave. Lease 6/1/99 or
8/1/99 'or one year. Bedroom
with private bath, $260; share
bath, $240. Water free, no pets.
Deposit required, 433-8822.
OFFCAMPUSHOUSING.COM
Mt. View Heights
Hunter's Ridge Townhouses
Hunter's Ridge Condos
Madison Terrace
Madison Manor
Duke Gardens
University Place
Gingerbread House
Madison Gardens
Madison Square
Country Club Court

I unkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.,
434-5150
EHO
Close to JMUI 4 or 5 bedroom
townhouse for rent. Available
August '99. $240 per bedroom/mo.
Call 896-5112 after 6 p.m.

4 Bedrooms, 2 Bath,
Fully Furnished!
New Carpet!

$240/bedroom

433-8862
• Walking Distance toJMU!
Noah, Call Me!
3 Bedroom Furnished Apartment for '99 - 2000 school year.
W/D included. 1st. 2nd, 3rd
floors available. $240 per
person. Funkhouser & Associates.
4345150.
4 Bedroom Furnished Apartment for '99
2000 school year.
W/D included. 1st. 2nd, 3rd
floors available, $215 per
person. Funkhouser & Associates,
434-5150.
Summer Sublet - June/July. Rent
is negotiable. Close to campus.
Apartment is fully furnished. Call
Amy at 574-4041.
One Bedroom Apartments - Close
to campus, available 5/1/99 or
7/1/99. $330. 433-1569.

Brand New
Pheasant Run
Townhomes!
Roommate situations
available for full 1999!

$250/person, 4
bedrooms, 2.5 baths,
washer/dryer, microwave,
all appliances. JMU ethernet
connections, phone + cable
in each bedroom.

Call today!
801-0660
PheasantQpheasantrun.net

J-M Apartments
434-l«47(9ejn..5|un.)
2 BR apt. $400/mo.

or $200/person
3 BR apt. $480/mo.
or $160/person
4 BR apt. $680/mo.
or $170/person
All apis, near Canircll Bridge.
One of the closest complexes to JMU!
Owner/Manager
The good apts. go first,
so come by and see us!
Funkhouser * Associates - 161
Wolfe St., 4 BR, $820. 1339-A S
Main St., 3 BR. $255/BR 1321A
Mt. Clinton Pike, 3 BR, $650. 547
#2 Layman Ave., 2 BR $490.
Call Funkhouser & Associates
434-5150, ask for Carl. EHO
Hunter's Rldga Townhouse • 4 BR,
2 BA, Furnished. $235/ea. Available
August. W/D, a/c. microwaves,
new carpet. Owner managed and
maintained. Call 540371-2552.

1999 - 2000 RgpJalfi
Hunter's Ridge
Townhouse - 4 BR, 2 Bath,

Looking for a Big 2 Bedroom Apt?
17 "ww-c«»«'eproperty.com.
bo4-2659.
3-4 Bedroom Duplex • water,
sewer, electric included. 1 mile from
JMU. private secluded setting in city
Call 432 9931. Available June 1.
Madison Manor - Two bedrooms,
two baths. Completely furnished,
woodburning fireplace, ceiling
fans, skylights. Water/sewer
included. No pets. One year
individual lease $310, $320,
$335/month. Roommate placement
4338822.
Spacloui Harrisonburg Townhouse
to Share • Master bedroom available,
central heat and air, W/D, deck,
lots of storage space. $30O/mo!
P*JS 1/2 utilities. Call Ned, 432-0756
(w) 434-5391, ext. 505. Non'smoker preferred.

Townhouses
at
Hunter's Ridge
Now accepting applications
for twosomes.

Call 434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.

Furnished, 2 Levels,
$275/person.
227 - 229 Chicago Ave. 4 bedroom duplex. Rent one
or both sides. W/D, new
carpet. 2 baths on each side.
4 or 8 people. $225/person.
CALL ANY TIME! 438-8800
1113« Reservoir Street ■ 4 bedroom
townhouse, 2 bath. W/D, D/W,
microwave. G/D. A/C. Walking
distance. Available 8/15/99.
$920. 867 9375.
One Bedroom Apartments - Great
condition, W/D, lease available
8/17/99. $375 - $400. 4331569.
Two Bedroom Townhouse - Near
campus, W/D. available 6/1/99
lease. $475. 433-1569.
4 Bedroom House • water, sewer,
included. Approximately 1 mile from
JMU. quiet surroundings, nice yard.
Available June 1. Call 432 9931.
Three Bedroom House • W/D.
available 8/17/99 lease, deposit,
$675. 4331569.
Two Rooms Available • in New
Ashby for summer sublet May - Aug.
Call Kelly or Kristen. 4326991.

Hunter's Ridge
Condominiums
& Townhomes
Still some units available.
Call 434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.
EHO

EHO

FOR SALE
A World of Musical Inatruments!
Gift & Thrift, 227 N. Main.
Taacam 44rack MMdak Recorder $800. o.b.o. Pearl. 5 piece drum set
with cases, $650. o.b.o. Call
Bruce. 574-3693.
Beda, 2 King Sized • Each has
mattress and box springs. $30 for
both. You pick up. 5409844551.
Braaa Day Bed - with trundle bed.
mattress, spread, pillows and
sham. Like new. $200. 2 Schwlnn
Touring Bicycles - 27 inches.
Man's & Woman's. $100 for both.
Marcy Weight Uftlng Bench - with
wetfits and bars, $125. Cal 4331101
and leave message or call after 5 p.m.
Children's Acoustic Guitar - like
new, includes hard case, $50.
4388045.
1990 Honda Accord - must sell. Very
nice condition $5,900. 3502034.

$7 Per Hour Plus $150 Par Month housing allowance. Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks of
North Carolina. (Nags Head). Call
Dona for application and housing
info, 800662-2122.
Earn up to $500 Per Week assembling products at home. No
experience. Info. 15046461700
Dept. VA-4806.
$1,500 Weakly Potential • mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 202-452-7679.
Summer Positions at Beautiful
Vermont Girls' Camp - Lochearn
Camp, one of the oldest & finest
private camps for girls, seeks
counselors/activity instructors for
tennis, gymnastics, waterskiing.
sailing, canoeing, snorkeling,
studio arts, field sports, English
riding, hiking. Senior staff
positions for leadership trainer,
program coordinator, division
heads. Drug, alcohol. & smoke
free. Contact 1800235-6659 or
Lochearn0earthlink.net. Website:
www. camppage. com/Locheam.
Tour Guides Wanted -No experience
necessary. Weekend and weekday
work. Must have dependable
transportation. Call for appointment.
Endless Caverns. 8962283.
Summer Employment - Child Care Wanted: Fun-loving, creative
students to provide summer child
care and activities for school-aged
children, primarily within the hours
of 8 a.m. - 6 p.m., weekdays.
ChildCare Connection can connect
you now with parents looking for
this kind of care. So if you plan to
stay in Harrisonburg for the
summer and would enjoy caring for
kids, call us at 4334531.
Earn $450 a Week • working 3
hours a day mailing letters from
home. Rolhn West, Rt. 1. Box 59,
Harmon, OK 73832.
Summer Joba - Charlottesville.
Northern Virginia. College students work with people your own age.
Local & Long distance moving. $8 $10/hr. 18007666831.
studentsenicesmoving.com

WE WANT YOU!!!
Would you like to spend
the summer working
outdoors?
Do you enjoy working
with a variety of people?
Are you up for a
challenging position?

Large Sears Microwave - $35,
Coffee table - with matching ends
(pine with glass inserts), $50.
Colonial Plaid - double sleep sofa,
$75. Call Colleen, 5684295 for info.

Community Pool Managers.

Camera RS '91 - Red. 88K miles,
extras. $4,900. Call 801O315.

Lifeguards, and Pool Operators
for the 1999 summer season

Guitar Am pa - Crate GT 80 tube,
Yorkville G-90 stage. $250 each.
8018267.

We are currently seeking
certified Supervisors,

FT/ PT Sub positions available Flexible schedules
Pools located throughout
Northern Virginia, Prince

HELP WANTED

William Co. and Fredricksburg

Will Pay Cash - for used or
damaged electronics. VCRs. TVs.
home and car stereos, PlayStations,
etc. Call Mike's Electronics,
434-8800.

Competitive Wages - Paychecks
delivered on time-

Little Caesar's drivers wanted $6 - $10/hr. W. Market Street.
434-5300.

Call toll free

Red Cross Certification
classes offered.

1-888-378-2105

Easy Money!
Are you a freshman?
Do you live on
campus?
Do you have 90
minutes to discuss
your options?
If you answered yes to the
questions above, you can earn
$10 by participating in a focus
group the week of April 5th.
To make sure you qualify, fill
out the information on the
University Health Center
focus group webpage at
wwwjmu.»du/hltlictr/hcm.ntml
or send an e-mail inquiry to
yarwehajejmu. edu.
100% Profit - selling the Dolley
Madison Book. Perfect for raising
money for your organization and
supporting a good cause. $1,100
possible. Call Clarke. 433-8556.

Froo Radio ♦ $1,2501 Fund-raiser
open to student groups and
organizations. Earn $3 - $5 per
Visa/MC app. We supply all
materials at no cost. Call for info
or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby Boom
Box. 18009320528. x 65.
www. ocmconcepts. com

LOST & FOUND
Found Cat - in Hunter's Ridge
area. If missing, call 4326943.
Found Black CD Holder - Anthony
Seeger parking lot. Call to identify.
5686127.

SERVICES
Melroae Parties. Formal* ■ You
NEED us! National DJ Connection.
4330360.
Now At The Cadillac Ranch Exotic dancers, bachelor party
specials, dance a-grams, escorts.
Open Thursday, Friday. Saturday, 9
p.m. til 2 a.m. Call 304-249-5068.
Rt. 21. Sugar Grove. W.Va.

Lifeguard - The RMH Wellness
Center is seeking a certified
lifeguard to work Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday from 7:45 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Applications available at the front
desk of the Wellness Center. Call
Brian Clark at 564-1747 for
additional information.

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
business opportunities & workat-home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau Inc..
at 18005335501.

Part-time With
Full-time Pay

PERSONALS

Sun. - Fit. 5:30 - 9:45 p.m.
Telemarketing office
located In Harrisonburg.
Outstanding opportunity for

students and anyone looking
to supplement their Income.
Guaranteed salary plus
excellent bonus program.

Call 564-0095.
Ask for Chris Greenwell.

Summer Employment
Wolf Trap Foundation
www.xvolf-trap.org
Located in Vienna, VA is now
seeking applicants for
Drivers
Must be 18 years or older and
have a clean driving record.
Familianty with DC/Mo. VA/MD
helpful. Variety of responsibilities.
Call 703-255-1902.
Hospitality
Duties include grocery shopping,
arranging food and beverages for
performers. No cooking involved.
Must be 21 years or older.
Call 703-255 1902
Ticket Services
Box office personnel. Customer
service or sales experience helpful.
Call 703-255-1868.
Food/Concessions
Variety of positions ranging from
attendants to managers. Duties
include food preparation, order
taking, cash register operation.
Call 703-255-4018.

Alpha Phi Omega
would like to congratulate the
following pledges on completing
their midquarter requirements
Elizabeth Bell
Elizabeth Bradshaw
Lome Coffey
Christina Cook
Amanda Elofson
Rick Harmon
Amanda Harrah
Rebecca Heitfield
Debbie Jamison
Susan Kim
Megan Lindsay
Jessica Landrum
Jacque McCormack
Kate McDaniel
Angela Needham
Tiffany Sharp
Kim VanSant
Steve Wellington
Devan W hi taker
Crystal Wilkins

Subscriptions to

The Breeze
are available!
For only $30 for third
class, or $75 for first
class mail, you can
receive a full year of
The Breezel
Please send your name,
address & money to:
The Breeze

Many Other Opportunities
For info, call Human Resources.

Anthony-Seeger Hall

703-255-1906

Harrisonburg, VA 22807

MSC6805

Want to write for The Breeze?
Call x6 127for details.
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Each Apartment In South View, Stone Gate & The Commons
Has A Built In Microwave!

Each furnished Luxury
Apartment comes with:
OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Frj. 9 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat. 10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website @
www.lbjlimited.com

•Double Beds in each room
•Full size Washer & Dryer
•Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room
•High speed internet access

•Oversized Closets
•Billlt-in microwave oven
•Garbage disposal
•Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service
i

(

Stop by "fde Commons, South View and Stone (jate Rentat
Offices, or caff 432-0600, and make a move to Cuxuryl

